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The holiday season
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and health care
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Fred’s December Sales
Decrease 4.2 Percent
Discount retailer Fred’s Inc. said Thursday that revenue at stores open at least a
year fell 4.2 percent last month as shoppers spent less money on fears about the
economy.
The company also lowered its fourthquarter earnings expectations, and its
shares slipped in morning trading.
The December sales decrease was
worse than Wall Street expected. Analysts,
on average, expected a 1.5 percent decline,
according to Thomson Reuters.
Revenue from stores open at least a
year is considered a key gauge of a retailer’s
health because it excludes results from
stores recently opened or closed.
Fred’s said that its total sales for December fell 1 percent to $209.9 million.
For the year, total sales rose 2 percent to
$1.78 billion, but fell 1.4 percent in stores
open a year.
The company said that it expects
fourth-quarter earnings between 25 cents
per share and 31 cents per share.
That’s lower than the 31 cents per
share to 36 cents per share it predicted in
November.
Shares of Fred’s fell 27 cents, or 2
percent, to $13.50 in morning trading
Thursday.
CEO Bruce Efird said in a statement that
customers cut spending of discretionary

and weather-related items because of the
economy. Despite the drop in sales, Efird
said the company’s layaway program was a
success and prescriptions in its pharmacy
department rose.
In 2013, the Memphis-based company
plans to increase the number of pharmacies
it operates and add more auto and hardware products. The company also plans
to open a “smaller drug and dollar store
concept,” said Efird.
Fred’s operates 712 discount stores in
the southeastern United States.

High Cotton Brewing
Kicks Off Renovations
Plans are moving forward for High Cotton Brewing Co. LLC’s facility in Memphis’
Edge District.
A $133,000 building permit was filed
with the city-county Office of Construction Code Enforcement for the renovation
and repair of the existing building at 598
Monroe Ave. That includes “installation
and brewery equipment, modification of
building infrastructure to accommodate
new equipment.”
The Class D, 8,778-square-foot warehouse was built in 1928 near Marshall
Avenue and is owned by Philco Properties
LLC, an entity associated with Massey’s
Auto Parts Inc. in Millington.

High Cotton’s focus is small-batch ales
that will be distributed to local bars and
restaurants, as first reported by The Daily
News last April.
The brewing company will join Boscos
Brewing Co., Ghost River Brewing Co. and
the recently announced Memphis Made
Brewing Co. LLC in Cooper-Young in bringing locally crafted beers to the Memphis
market.
High Cotton’s partners include Mike
Lee, owner of Mid-South Malts; Brice Timmons, an attorney with Black McLaren
Jones Ryland & Griffee PC; Ryan Staggs,
an engineer with Memphis Light, Gas and
Water Division; and Ross Avery, a pilot with
United Airlines.

Norman Named New
Memphis NAACP President
The Rev. Keith Norman, pastor of First
Baptist Church-Broad, is the new president
of the Memphis branch NAACP.
Norman succeeds Dr. Warner Dickerson
in the post. Dickerson was president of the
Memphis branch for 11 years, making him
the longest serving president in the 95-year
history of the branch.
Norman is a former chairman of the
Shelby County Democratic Party.
The Memphis branch has produced
numerous leaders of the national NAACP

masterIT and Intel – working harder for Memphis

Less downtime means
more down time.
The less time your IT Service Provider spends fixing your business PCs,
the more time you have to spend on things that really matter to you.
That’s where masterIT comes in. As an innovative and strategic IT
partner, masterIT brings you much more than a ‘fix-it-when-it-breaks’ plan.
Offering a true enterprise level of service for small and medium businesses,
we exclusively use Intel processors with vPro technology in all of our
business solutions. This allows masterIT to repair computers remotely,
cutting down on disruptions and letting you focus on the job at hand.

Contact us at 901.377.7891 or visit master-it.com/getmore

organization including the late Jesse Turner,
who served for years as national treasurer
and the late Benjamin Hooks who was national executive director.
It was also the foundation of the city’s
civil rights movement in the civil rights era
from the 1950s and through the 1970s.
The organization most recently was a
visible presence and supporter as the administration of Memphis Mayor A C Wharton Jr. pursued the Tennessee Supreme
Court decision that held photo library cards
in Memphis are valid photo voter identification required under state law.
Madeleine Taylor remains as the Memphis branch’s executive director, a position
of longer tenure with the person holding it
traditionally working with the president on
the day-to-day affairs of the organization.

IP Becomes Majority
Shareholder in Olmuksa
International Paper Co. is majority
shareholder of Olmuksa, a Turkish corrugated packaging company.
The Memphis-based company announced Thursday, Jan. 3, it acquired the
shares of Sabanci Holding in Olmuksa for
$56 million giving International Paper 87.5
percent of Olmuksa’s outstanding shares.
Sabanci is a joint venture partner with
International Paper.
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The market for corrugated packaging in
Turkey is estimated to be the seventh largest
in Europe.

Regions Bank Announces
Financial Fitness Events
Every Friday this month, select Regions
Bank locations across 16 states will host “financial fitness” events in branches covering
topics like budgeting, borrowing, identity
protection, investing and more.
As part of its company-wide commitment to financial education, Regions also
is expanding its My GreenGuide online financial resource center to help people save,
plan, and make smarter financial decisions.
My GreenGuide is available at regions.com/
advice and features tips, advice, articles,
and calculators on financial topics.
More information about Financial Fitness Fridays, including a list of participating
locations, is available at regionsbanknews.
com/fridays.

Weekly Jobless Aid
Applications Rise to 372K
More Americans sought unemployment
benefits last week, though the winter holidays likely distorted the data for the second

straight week.
The Labor Department said Thursday
that weekly applications rose by 10,000 to
a seasonally adjusted 372,000 in the week
ended Dec. 29. The previous week’s total
was revised higher.
Many state unemployment offices were
closed this week for the New Year’s holiday
and did not submit complete data for last
week. As a result, the department relied on
estimates for nine states. Two weeks ago, the
department estimated 19 states because of
Christmas closings.
In a typical week, the government estimates only one or two states.
The broader trend has been favorable.
The four-week average, a less volatile measure, was little changed at 360,000. That’s
only slightly above the previous week’s
359,750, which was the lowest in more than
four years.
Weekly applications are a proxy for
layoffs. They have mostly fluctuated this
year between 360,000 and 390,000. At the
same time, employers have added an average of 151,000 jobs a month in the first 11
months of 2012.
The government will release the December’s jobs report Friday. Economists forecast
it will show employers added about 150,000
jobs last month, barely enough to lower the
unemployment rate.
The number of people receiving benefits fell to 5.4 million in the week ended
Dec. 15, the latest data available. That’s

down about 70,000 from the previous week.
The figure includes about 2.1 million people
receiving emergency benefits paid for by the
federal government. The White House and
Congress agreed earlier this week to extend
that program for another year.

Lowery Undecided About
Future on City Council
The longest-serving member of the
Memphis City Council said New Year’s Day
that he hasn’t yet decided if he will run for
a final four-year term of office in the 2015
city elections or let his current term be his
last, leaving office in 2015.
But council member Myron Lowery told
a group of 200 at his 22nd annual New Year’s
Day Prayer Breakfast that whichever option
he picks, his son, Michell Lowery, will probably run for the Super District 9 Position 3
seat Lowery now holds.
“I can’t be there forever,” Lowery said.
“My days have got to come to a close. And
when it does, I’m looking for my son to step
in. It may not be in three years, son.”
The younger Lowery, who like his father
has worked at FedEx Corp., has also worked
in his father’s campaigns including chairing
his father’s unsuccessful bid for mayor in
the 2009 special election.
Lowery was first elected to the council in
1991 to an at-large seat on the body. When
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the at-large seats were eliminated in 1995,
Lowery ran for and won the super district
seat he currently holds. Because he was
council chairman in 2009 when then-Mayor
Willie Herenton resigned, Lowery served as
mayor until the results of the special election were certified.
The terms of office that began a year
ago started the clock on term limits of two
consecutive terms approved by Memphis
voters as a city charter amendment in 2008
for all 13 seats on the Memphis City Council
as well as the Memphis mayor.

First State Bank Opening
Memphis Location
First State Bank is opening a new Memphis location and has hired a new team
to grow the customer base and develop a
branch network here.
Steve Weaver is First State’s new regional
bank president for the Memphis area. Ted
Miller is city president, Dana Burkett is
senior vice president/loan officer and Mark
Graves is a loan officer. The new team will be
at 5384 Poplar Ave. in the Hobson building
across from the Mercedes-Benz of Memphis
dealership.
That facility currently is being renovated
for First State to be able to offer both consumer and commercial lending, five teller
service areas, three drive-through lanes,

WHO ARE YOU WATCHING?
WHAT ARE YOU WATCHING?
WHERE ARE YOU WATCHING?
WHEN ARE YOU WATCHING?
Monitor any person, property or company using WATCH SERVICE
available through The Daily News online service.
Your first 20 watches are FREE with your online service!
Put any name, property address or company name into your Watch
Service to have The Daily News search through thousands of NEW
tax liens, bankruptcies, lawsuits, foreclosure notices, home sales,
mortgages and much more.

We’ll email you instantly whenever we find a match.
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mortgage lending and personal banking
services.
The opening is set for early February.

Public Relations Society
Honors Duncan Williams
The Memphis chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America has named
Duncan F. Williams, president of DuncanWilliams Inc., as its 2013 Communicator
of The Year.
The award is given to an individual for
gaining public awareness for an event or effort benefiting either the city of Memphis or
a local civic or philanthropic organization.
One of the nominations the Awards
Committee received for Williams came
from Shelby County Mayor Mark H. Luttrell
Jr., who will speak and present the award to
Duncan at the PRSA Memphis January luncheon Wednesday, Jan. 9, at the University
Club beginning at 11:45 a.m.
The Communicator of the Year award
was established in 1976. Bud Dudley,
founder of the AutoZone Liberty Bowl,
was the first recipient. The list of honorees
includes Herman Morris, Ron Terry, Cecil
Humphreys, Fred P. Gattas, Olin Morris,
D’Army Bailey, Judith Drescher, Gerry
House, Dr. Scott Morris, Linn Sitler, Fred
Jones and Molly Meisenheimer.

Construction Spending
Declines 0.3 Percent
Spending on U.S. construction projects
fell in November from October because a
steep drop in volatile federal projects offset
another gain in home building.
Construction spending dipped 0.3 percent in November, the Commerce Department said Wednesday. It was the first decline
since March and followed a 0.7 percent
increase in October, which was revised lower.
Total spending declined to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $866 billion. That is
16.1 percent above a 12-year low hit in February 2011. Even with the gain, the level of
spending remained only about half of what’s
considered healthy.
The November figures were dragged
lower by a 5.5 percent decline in spending

on federal government projects. Federal
spending fluctuates sharply from month to
month. In October, it rose 9.7 percent.
Spending on residential construction,
however, has steadily increased over the
past eight months and rose 0.4 percent in
November.
Paul Ashworth, chief U.S. economist for
Capital Economics, said the decline in construction spending was “nothing too much
to worry about.”
Spending on commercial projects
dropped 0.7 percent. Spending on office
buildings, hotels and shopping centers declined. Overall government spending dipped
0.4 percent.

Manufacturing Expanded
Slightly in December
U.S. manufacturing grew slightly last
month and factory hiring increased. The
modest gain suggests the economy entered
the new year with some momentum.
The Institute for Supply Management
said Wednesday that its index of manufacturing activity rose in December to 50.7.
That’s up from a reading of 49.5 in November, which was the lowest reading since July
2009, one month after the recession ended.
A reading above 50 indicates growth,
while a reading below 50 signals contraction. The ISM is a trade group of purchasing
managers.
A measure of employment increased last
month to 52.7. That’s up from 48.4 in November, which was the first time the employment
gauge fell below 50 in three years.
Factories have cut jobs in three of the
four months through November, according
to government data. The jump in employment in the ISM survey suggests manufacturers may have stepped up hiring last
month.
Still, a gauge of new orders was unchanged and production grew more slowly,
the survey found. Manufacturers also cut
back on stockpiles, a sign of concern about
future demand.
“The trend in manufacturing remains
weak,” Jim O’Sullivan, an economist at
High Frequency Economics, said in a note
to clients.
The closely watched manufacturing survey was completed before Congress reached

a deal to avoid the “fiscal cliff.”
A gauge of export orders rose above 50
for the first time in six months, according to
the ISM survey.

$4 Million Permit Filed For
Regional Medical Center
Plans have been submitted for $4 million worth of capital improvements at the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis.
A building permit application with the
city-county Office of Construction Code
Enforcement calls for interior demolition
and infill of approximately 17,500 square
feet of an existing floor at The MED, 877
Jefferson Ave.
Flintco Inc. is the contractor for the
project. Upgrades include drywall, acoustical, flooring, mechanical, plumbing and
electrical.
The MED, one of the nation’s three
busiest trauma centers, is also undergoing
a $20.7 million renovation and expansion
of its emergency room, according to Memphis Medical Center literature. In addition,
the hospital is renovating and building out
88,000 square feet in Turner Tower – a $30
million project that will add 10 inpatient
rehab beds and create new outpatient ambulatory surgery unit by December.
The MED’s Downtown campus sees
16,000 inpatient visits, 50,000 emergency

Call for an appointment today!

901.685.5008

A Patient’s View:
“I’ve had a lot of dentists before (I’ve lived in a lot
of places), and I’ve had dentists whose work is
definitely shoddy. Finding a good service provider is
hard. It’s a lot like finding a good hair stylist/barber;
once you find someone, you stick with them.”
I highly recommend Dr. Castle. His work is top notch
and he is extremely nice; he’s definitely not one of
those uppity, crusty doctor types!” - Paul C.

William N. Castle, D.D.S.
general dentistry

79 n. cooper (in midtown) • memphis, tn 38104

Friday at 7:00pm WKNO
Friday at 7:30pm WKNO2
Sunday at 8:30am WKNO

room visits and 130,000 outpatient visits
each year. Rick Wagers, chief financial officer
of The MED, recently told The Daily News
that the hospital “would like to … replace
the vast majority of our campus over a fiveto 10-year period in order to make it more
patient- and family-friendly.”
The many capital improvement projects
already completed in the past two years at
The MED include streetscape and parking lot improvements; renovation of the
emergency department and waiting area;
upgrades to security and trauma treatment
rooms; conversion of all double bedrooms
to single bedrooms; installation of robotics
in the inpatient pharmacy; new roofing; and
fresh internal and external signage.

Senate Approves Four
TVA Board Members
The U.S. Senate has approved four new
members to the board of directors of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, which will go
on to the president’s desk for his signature.
The Senate on Tuesday approved
the nominations of C. Peter Mahurin, of
Kentucky; Vera Lynn Evans, of Tennessee;
Michael McWherter, of Tennessee; and
Joe H. Ritch of Alabama to fill vacancies
on the nine-member board. President
Barack Obama made the nominations in
September.
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TVA Chairman Bill Sansom was quoted
on the TVA’s Twitter account as saying he
was looking forward to working with the
new board members.
TVA provides electricity to 9 million
people in Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina
and Virginia.

Leadership Memphis Starts
College Help Campaign
Leadership Memphis has launched
a citywide campaign to encourage high
school seniors to attend college by helping
them complete FAFSA – Free Application
for Federal Student Aid – forms in January.
The campaign includes several handson “Fill out the FAFSA” sessions to be held
from Jan. 10 through Jan. 27 at various
locations around the city. The sessions are
designed for students and parents who
want help completing the forms.
The campaign is made possible by the
Memphis Talent Dividend, one of several
Leadership Memphis action initiatives that
focus on increasing college attainment
among students in the Memphis area. The
“Fill out the FAFSA” campaign is being
held in partnership with the Urban Youth
Initiative Inc.
For more information, contact program
coordinator Jacqueline Oselen at 278-0016
or joselen@leadershipmemphis.org, or
contact Jeanette McKinley-Bowen with
the Urban Youth Initiative Inc. at Jeanette@
uyimemphis.org or 725-3127.
The sessions begin Jan. 10 at the Whitehaven Library Career Coach Mobile Unit
from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Renovation Unveiled At
Greek Orthodox Church
Parishioners of Annunciation Greek
Orthodox Church, 573 N. Highland St.,
were to cut the ribbon New Year’s Eve on a
renovated fellowship hall.
The hall has been hidden from parishioners during the renovation, which include
Sunday school rooms, the youth room and
the church’s administrative offices.
The hall itself will be named in honor of

Harry and Margaret Cotros, founding members of the church. They were the parents
of Charles Cotros, a lifelong member of the
church who contributed to the renovation
effort, and Loretta Taras and Elaine Taras.
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FROM THE BLOG
The White Christmas Deadline

Jobless Benefit Rolls Drop
7 Percent With New Rule
About 7 percent of Tennesseans previously receiving jobless benefits have been
dropped for failing to verify that they were
searching for work.
That’s according to an audit by the Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce
Development.
New rules that went into effect on Sept.
1 require Tennesseans receiving jobless
benefits to document at least three job
searches a week.
In the first seven weeks of enforcing the
new law, random audits of 6,164 people
found that 402 failed to verify their weekly
job searches. They lost their benefits, at
least for that week. Since then, audits of
another 3,147 recipients found 226 failed
to meet the requirements.
State Sen. Jack Johnson was a sponsor
of the bill. The Franklin Republican said the
requirements already have saved the state’s
Unemployment Insurance fund more than
$100,000, helping the employers who pay
for the program.
Job searches can include completing
job applications or interviews or mailing
resumes to employers. Tennessee pays a
maximum of $275 a week for those who lost
a job through no fault of their own.

Editor’s Note: “From the Blog” is a weekly feature that highlights
some of the enterprising work our staff and contributors post on The
Daily News blog, blog.memphisdailynews.com.
BILL DRIES | The Memphis News

I

t began snowing in Memphis with just seven minutes left in
Christmas day, according to official observations at Mem-

phis International Airport.
Unfortunately, that doesn’t count as a white Christmas, according to the MemphisWeather.Net blog, part of the Internet
media entity created by Eric Proseus under the umbrella of
Cirrus Weather Solutions.
Here is a link to the entry that has all of the details of the
Christmas snow we almost missed: blog.memphisweather.
net/2012/12/nearly-white-christmas-recap-of-last.html.
There is also another link there to an entry going into
Christmas that talks about our one and still only (at least since
records started being kept in 1889) white Christmas in 1913:
blog.memphisweather.net/2010/12/history-of-christmasday-weather-in.html
It even goes on to detail the eight Christmases with trace
amounts and Memphis Christmases in which there was snow

MAAR Members Honored
At End-of-Year Luncheon
The Memphis Area Association of
Realtors named the recipients of its 2012
awards at its year-end luncheon Dec. 19 at
the Hilton Memphis.
Leon Dickson Sr. of BenchMark at
Southwind LLC was named 2012 Realtor
of the Year.
Lewis Marshall of Crye-Leike Inc. Realtors was named 2012 Realtor-Associate of
the Year.
The 2012 Affiliate of the Year honor

The more we invest in
children from birth to 3
the better crop of
teenagers we’ll get.

Go to TUCI.org for a copy of the Parents Guide to Kindergarten Readiness.

on the ground that morning from the day before – the warmest Memphis Christmas and the coldest Memphis Christmas.
Give it a look, match up the dates to those long ago snow
pictures in your trove of family Christmas pictures whose year
you’ve forgotten and write it down somewhere.

went to Tammie Ledford of SecureWorx
Construction.
Irvin Skopp of Belz Enterprises received
the Outstanding Service Award.
Carol Lott, MAAR’s 2012 president, gave
a Presidential Award to Greg Glosson of Fast
Track Realty.

Pink Palace Prepares
Exhibit on Crafts Fair
The Memphis Pink Palace museum is
preparing an exhibit on the 40-year old
crafts fair that is an annual fundraiser for
the city-operated museum.
Between Feb. 4 and Feb. 28, the museum
is accepting images and applications from
any craftsmen who had booths or worked
in booths at any of the annual crafts fairs
for the museum.
Submissions from the February time
period are the only ones that will be considered for the exhibit, which is scheduled

to run from May 11 to Sept. 29. The display
will be a juried exhibit of craftwork.
The crafts fair was originally held on the
front lawn of the Pink Palace Museum on
Central Avenue but quickly outgrew that
space and is currently held at Audubon
Park.
Applications and rules for submissions
can be found at the museum’s website,
www.memphismuseums.org.

Avery Park Apartments
Sell for $5.2 Million
Avery Park, a 231-unit apartment community built in 1971 in Northeast Shelby
County, sold on Dec. 19 for $5.2 million, or
$22,511 per unit.
Blake Pera and Tommy Bronson III with
CB Richard Ellis Memphis’ Memphis Multifamily Division represented Californiabased US Housing Partners VII in the sale
to a Utah buyer.
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First National
Expanding Into
Walmart Stores

The Daily News is supportive, including in
some case being on the boards of, the following
organizations: Literacy Mid-South, Grace St.
Luke's Episcopal School, Wolf River Conservancy,
Ronald McDonald House, Great Outdoors
University, Tennessee Wildlife Federation,
Temple Israel, St. Jude's, St George's
Independent Schools, Shelby Residential &
Vocational Svcs, Shelby Farms Park, Calvary
& The Arts, Bridges, Boys & Girls Club of
Greater Memphis, Binghampton Development
Corporation, U of M Journalism Dept., Chickasaw
Council Boy Scouts, Memphis Leadership
Foundation, Junior Achievement, Overton Park
Conservancy, The Cotton Museum and WKNO.

T

he New Year marks a major expansion for First National Realty Inc.,
as the Memphis-based residential
real estate brokerage firm has plans to
expand branch offices into 13 Walmart
Supercenters in the Memphis metro area.
First National has partnered with WW
Franchise LLC, a Phoenix-based real estate
business that offers walk-in franchises in
Walmart locations. The deal represents
WW Franchise’s entrance into the Tennessee market, after mostly focusing on the
West Coast for seven years.
“Our stores are full-service super
stores, meaning you can walk in, buy a
house, rent a house, sell a house, get a
home warranty, inquire about pest control
– anything that’s to do with the house that
you can’t particularly get at Walmart,” said
Elexis McCarthy, senior operations manager for WW Franchise. “This takes it to the
next level that you can get really anything
you need there at Walmart.”
First National will have branch offices
ranging from 400 to 700 square feet in
Walmart Supercenters in the following areas: Collierville, Winchester/Hacks Cross,
Whitehaven, Germantown/Trinity, U.S.
64/Wolfchase, Millington, Austin Peay/
Covington Pike, Oakland/Fayette County,
Senatobia, Horn Lake, Southaven, Olive
Branch and West Memphis.
At least five of the 13 will be open by
the second quarter of 2013.
McCarthy said 90 percent of Americans
shop at Walmart, and the more people WW
Franchise is in front of, the more people
they can educate on the significance of
homeownership. Clients don’t purchase
a home on impulse, but they are quick to
inquire, she said.
“The demand is very high, we have
thousands of people per month, per store,
that need some type of information or
education,” McCarthy said. “It’s a very hot
topic at a really great time in the real estate
industry with rates at the all-time low. Our
agents are selling just about three times
the national average.”
Larry Mayall, principal with First
National, called the expansion a potential
game-changer for the firm he founded in
2005 that has grown to some 350 agents in
its two Memphis-area offices.
First National is a virtual and paperless
business with a “big box” approach to real
estate, where agents retain 100 percent
commission from their sales.
“I have felt for the last three or four
years that at some point to impact potential clients and to impact consumers in

a more direct way, that we needed to be
where people are – commercial centers,”
Mayall said. “By virtue of this being the No.
1 retailer in the world, it’s just a strong a
potential. Then the fact that when people
go to Walmart, they’re going there to spend
money, they’re going there to transact
business.”
Mayall has been following WW Franchise’s activity since 2007. He’s also from
Arkansas, where Walmart started, and has
a son-and-law with a manufactured line
that has sold directly to Walmart for years.
“He’s studied the numbers on the
Supercenters and everything,” Mayall said.
“On average across the country, they have
10,000 people are week plus/minus that go
to their centers. Strategically, the locations
are center to population demographics.”
First National will have a broker and
10 to 15 agents assigned to each branch,
which will be open seven days a week.
Mayall said that puts First National at a
level of accountability that it doesn’t have
in the way real estate is practiced now.
“Agents will have a direct link with the
client, they’ll have no ability to hide – we’re
there, we’re touchable,” he said. “These are
offices, much like the banks that have locations (in Walmart), and we’ll have desks in
there. Plus, we will provide the resources
for real estate transactions.”
Mayall, a self-dubbed “intense observer of U.S. economy,” said there are positive
indicators that have been developing over
the last year suggesting that the market
is bottoming out. Most active real estate
agents have experienced an uptick in their
business, he said, and many agents who
have retired their license are re-licensing
and coming back in the business.
“I am inclined to think, based on
the recent trends, that 2013 may be very
similar to 2012, but we also could see some
acceleration, depending on some other
factors in the economy,” Mayall said. “It’s
just a matter of strategically positioning
ourselves to be able to leverage that.”
First National will host a job fair in
January to recruit new agents for its
Walmart branch offices. Every agent that
joins First National will get $2,400 worth
of free resources to help them grow their
business – products for assisting buyers’
and sellers’ listings alike.
Examples of those resources include
one-click craigslist posting tools, YouTube
videos for every listing and a 400-piece
marketing department that’s integrated
with Internet Data Exchange, McCarthy
said.
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Spreading Good
News

Law Review
Symposium
Addresses Human
Trafficking

Lipscomb Pitts Breakfast Club launches
TV show to shine positive light on city

ANDY MEEK | The Memphis News

A

Photo: Lance Murphey

Lipscomb Pitts Breakfast Club, which hosts monthly breakfasts that bring together local and national speakers with
community leaders, is launching a new TV show to air on WKNO-TV.

ANDY MEEK | The Memphis News

T

he Lipscomb Pitts Breakfast
Club is expanding the reach of
its upbeat, community-focused
brand in 2013.
The club is launching a monthly
TV show called “The Spark” that will
aim to reach a new audience with the
group’s positive stories about local
nonprofits, civic-minded business
leaders and reasons to love Memphis.
The show is a partnership between
the breakfast club, video production and media monitoring company
Media Source and WKNO-TV – the
station on which the new show will air.
Episodes will last about 30 minutes.
They’ll be hosted by Jeremy Park, the
breakfast club’s director who is equal
parts cheerleader, storyteller and civic
booster.
“When you look at it, this is basically an extension of everything else
we’ve been doing,” Park said about the
show, which at this point will see 12
episodes broadcast in 2013. “And it’s
been in the works for about six to eight
months.”
It’s been in the works both as a
conscious production and perhaps as
a natural next step for the breakfast
club’s multi-platform presence.

In addition to Park’s weekly column “Giving Back” in The Daily News,
the club also hosts a radio show. That
radio show and “The Spark” will have a
similar feel. Each involves bringing on
an assortment of guests with positive
stories to tell.
Beyond the radio show, one of the
biggest pieces of the club’s brand is
the monthly breakfasts it hosts, which
bring together local and national
speakers and hundreds of members of
the city’s business community.
“WKNO initially approached us,”
Park said about the new show. “They’d
been following what we do, and we
started talking. We got them out to
some breakfast club events to show
them who we are and what we’re doing, and then we said, ‘Now let’s talk
about what we can do for a TV show.’
Really, we’d always had something
more visual in mind to complement
everything else we’re doing.”
Everything else includes things like
the breakfast club’s “Memphis Rocks”
campaign. Kicked off in 2012, it was
designed as a way to use a catchy slogan to foster pride in the city, and the
campaign includes the sale of “Memphis Rocks” T-shirts that feature a mu-

sical note comprised of words that list
fun, memorable elements of Memphis.
Proceeds benefit the Memphis Police
Department Fallen Officer Memorial, a $1 million project being built to
honor MPD officers who’ve made the
ultimate sacrifice in the line of duty.
The breakfast club’s new TV show,
meanwhile, will air the third Thursday
of every month at 9 p.m. on WKNO.
“We said, instead of it being a
panel or profile discussion, let’s make
it both,” Park said.
That means three guests per show,
and about eight minutes per guest.
“The genesis of the name of the
show – ‘The Spark’ - is that when you
look at what we’re trying to do, we’re
trying to be a catalyst,” Park said.
“We’re trying to provide a spark. The
whole idea of creating a movement,
creating change, it’s usually sparked by
a new idea. Some sort of passion you’re
invoking, or you’re watching somebody else lead by example.
“We have so many great businesses
and business leaders stepping up to
create change. And not just in the business world, but in politics and nonprofits and elsewhere. People are just
dying to hear about positive stuff.”

2011 report from the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation on human sex trafficking put
it bluntly:
“The results … are shocking. Human trafficking and sex slavery in Tennessee is more common
than previously believed possible.”
That’s one reason the 2013 University of
Memphis Law Review Annual Symposium will
focus on the topic and bring a slate of guest
speakers from the nonprofit and law enforcement
worlds to address it.
“Breaking the Silence: Legal Voices in the
Fight Against Human Trafficking” is the title
of the daylong symposium, which will be held
March 22 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The event will
look at key areas of human trafficking in the court
system on both national and statewide levels.
Because sex trafficking, labor trafficking and
other forms of human trafficking occur close to
home, the state of Tennessee recently passed
some of the strongest anti-trafficking laws in
the country, according to the law school, which
means the issue will come up with increasing
frequency in state courts.
On the national level, American Bar Association president Laurel Bellows said a few months
ago she’ll use her year as ABA president to raise
awareness about the issue. And from July 1
through Sept. 30, the National Human Trafficking
Resource Center reported almost 5,200 phone
calls to the organization. Also in 2012, 28 states
passed new human trafficking laws, according
to statistics from the Polaris Project, a group that
fights human trafficking.
“It’s definitely a hot legal issue right now,” said
University of Memphis Law Review Symposium
editor Jessica Bradley. “We’re hoping to draw a
sizable crowd of people like immigration attorneys and state attorneys.
“The Internet has kind of facilitated sex trafficking. And there aren’t that many laws on the
books elsewhere geared specifically toward sex
trafficking. This is something the legal community needs to deal with, and we’re trying to contribute to the discussion.”
Guest speakers at the symposium will include
representatives of the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the
FBI and law school professors, among others.
Some of the March symposium speakers
include the following: Ryan Dalton, director of
anti-trafficking operations with Operation Broken Silence, will speak about abolishing online
sex trafficking and imposing criminal culpability
on advertisers facilitating sexual exploitation of
minors.
Steve Parker, chief of the civil rights unit in
the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District
of Tennessee, will speak about analysis of the
federal sex trafficking statute.
Samantha Vardaman, senior director with
Shared Hope International, will speak about
domestic minor sex trafficking and legislation
related to appropriate victim response.
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Norfolk Southern Ramps Up
Operations at New Facility
MICHAEL WADDELL | Special to The Memphis News

N

orfolk, Va.-based Norfolk Southern Corp. expects to continue
increasing operations this year
at its new Memphis Regional Intermodal
Terminal in Rossville, just east of Collierville.
Following a soft opening for the $105
million, 380-acre facility last July, Norfolk
Southern has now completed the transition of its domestic services to the hub
and eyes increased business during 2013.
The yard is currently rated to handle
about 200,000 lifts per year.
“We opened in July, and by the end
of the year we were at a run rate of about
50 percent capacity utilization,” said
Mike McClellan, Norfolk Southern vice
president of intermodal and automotive
marketing. “Beginning in January of this
year, we are launching new services out of
Rossville that we expect will increase our
business, and they will all be rolled out in
the first half of the year.”
New services will include a 36-hour
schedule for shippers from Memphis to
Greencastle, Pa., and a new direct service
from the Northeast to Memphis that will
be roughly a day faster than the current
service available to the Memphis market.

When the rail yard held its soft opening last summer it was only running one
service per day, but the company has

“

Beginning in January of this
year, we are launching new
services out of Rossville
that we expect will increase
our business, and they will
all be rolled out in the first
half of the year.”
– Mike McClellan

Norfolk Southern Corp.

now completed the transition of all of its
domestic services from its Forrest Yard in
Memphis.
“Our international services are going

to remain at Forrest yard for the time being,” McClellan said.
A small amount of work still needs to
be completed before the new yard is 100
percent finished.
“I would describe the work that needs
to be done as clean-up work. There are
some utility services that still need to
be provided as well, but there is nothing
there that impedes our ability to operate,” said McClellan, who explained that
further expansion is planned for the yard.
“The plan ultimately envisions more than
doubling the capacity at the Rossville
facility.”
The facility in Fayette County is the
southern end of the Crescent Corridor,
which runs from Memphis east through
Tennessee and up into the Northeast.
“Memphis is part of a larger project
called the Crescent Corridor, and we are
expecting that to involve the construction
or expansion of six facilities in Rossville;
Charlotte, N.C.; Birmingham, Ala.; and
Greencastle, Harrisburg and Rutherford
in Pennsylvania,” McClellan said. “We
expect to see a significant impact from
those investments as well as from the line
of road investments we’ve made.”

City officials expect the upcoming
completion of the Interstate 269 loop
around the city to be a boon for the rail
yard.
“The Norfolk Southern railroad is going to benefit from the 269 highway,” said
Dexter Muller, senior vice president of
community development at the Greater
Memphis Chamber. Interstate 81 in East
Tennessee “connecting to I-40 contains
the highest percentage of truck traffic of
any highways in the country, and they
are very congested. The belief is that
by improving the rail corridor between
Memphis and the Northeast it will remove
roughly 1 million trucks from the road.”
William Adair owns thousands of acres
adjoining the Norfolk Southern yard, and
early last year he selected Sacramento,
Calif.-based Panattoni Development Co.
Inc. as the developer for the industrial
component.
Adair’s WCA Land & Development
and Panattoni formed a joint venture to
develop nearly 1,500 acres of industrial
property surrounding the intermodal
facility, primarily on the east and south
sides extending to Miss. 302 in Marshall
County.

S MA L L B U S I N E S S

Local Music Veterans Form Consulting Company
ANDY MEEK | The Memphis News

T

wo veterans of the local music scene recently
launched a music promotion, consulting and
booking company.
And that company, called Kangaroo, has a full slate of
big projects in the works and a serious lineup of artists
already on the company’s roster.
Rachel Hurley and Curry Weber started Kangaroo a
few months ago. Among the company’s new projects,
they were tapped in December to be the official bookers
for The Poplar Lounge – which, with the closing of the
Hi-Tone, they want to turn into a more high-visible live
music venue.
Kangaroo, which also just set up its official office in
the back of Poplar Lounge, gave The Buccaneer Lounge a
complete social media overhaul.
Kangaroo helped the Buccaneer get a new website
up and running to get the word out about the shows they
put on.
Kangaroo is putting together a weekly residency with
Madjack Records at Poplar Lounge to showcase their artists. And the new agency was hired earlier last year by the
directors of “Meanwhile in Memphis,” a Memphis music
history documentary, to help promote the film and help
raise money to get it finished and released.

Hurley has been working directly with Memphis Music Foundation director Cameron Mann to help get the
movie released. And Kangaroo put on a New Year’s Eve
show at the Poplar Lounge to kick off the new partnership with the venue and to raise funds for the documentary.
Star & Micey headlined the show with Kait Lawson,
and all proceeds will go directly to “Meanwhile in Memphis.”
“We started Kangaroo back in March,” Hurley said.
“Curry and I had been working together for years helping
Star & Micey with shows and promotion while working
for Ardent. We kind of just realized one day that we had a
business.
“We had both been asked by other bands over the
years to help them get organized but we had never felt
like it was the right situation before.”
Weber and Hurley both left Ardent in 2012 to do
Kangaroo full time. He also is now Star & Micey’s official
manager, and he has worked with the Memphis Music
Foundation to book bands and run sound for both the
Memfix and Memshop initiatives.
In other recent Kangaroo news, the company was
hired by director Craig Brewer to handle the promotion

for the new album from Memphis musician Jason Freeman.
“In addition to booking and promoting The Memphis
Dawls, Lord T & Eloise and Star & Micey, we immediately started booking and promoting touring bands who
needed shows in Memphis at The Hi-Tone, the P&H,
1884 Lounge and Murphy’s,” Hurley said.
“They were mostly bands we became connected to
through the podcast we did at Ardent called The Warm
Up. We invited bands that were touring Memphis to
come to Ardent and record, and I would take them and
give them tours of Stax or Sun and basically sell them on
Memphis. It was great for Ardent, but it also helped us
develop a nationwide network.”
Hurley spent the last several years doing promotion
for a Big Star documentary while also working on Web
strategy for Ardent. Weber was an engineer at Ardent for
several years and worked on multiple Grammy-nominated albums.
The name for their new company has some significance about the direction they’d like to go in. As a
result of the way they’re shaped, Kangaroos can’t walk
backwards – a trait the new company will be aiming to
emulate.
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Money&Markets Extra
Emerging
Q&A
opportunitiesInsider
Title: Head of
global
emerging
market
equities for
Schroder

What he
suggests:
Emerging
market stocks
will keep rising
in 2013

Allan Conway

find that anything from 50 to 70 percent
of the return in emerging markets has
come from country selection.

Emerging market stocks were strong
in 2012 and Allan Conway says they’re
primed for more gains in 2013. His
Schroder Emerging Market Equity fund
(SEMVX) has a four-star rating from
Morningstar.
The performance of emerging markets
has varied widely this year, do you
see that continuing?
The reality is that in emerging markets,
across such a wide range of countries,
there has always been a wide
divergence. That’s precisely why we
don’t manage the money as 60 to 70
percent of other managers in this area
do. They focus only on stock selection,
picking the best stocks they can find
in the world. But if you look back historically over the last 20 or so years, you'll

So which countries look best now?
We have strong overweights in Korea
and Thailand in Asia. And in Europe,
the Middle East and Africa, it's Russia
and Turkey. Those are the four biggest
overweights we have at the current time.
The biggest underweights are Taiwan
and South Africa.
I guess the common thread between
those four is they all depend on
a strong global economy? You’re
optimistic then?
We’re very happy about the outlook
for emerging market economies, but
there’s a huge amount of uncertainty

surrounding developed markets. Europe
has been kicked off the front page at
the moment, but we're confident they’re
going to be back on the front page before
long.
With the U.S. fiscal cliff, we’re
fairly confident there will be some
compromise, but that will still leave a
massive debt situation, which will need
to be addressed over years.
So why Russia?
First, valuation. It’s one of the cheapest
markets in the world. Even though we’ve
got a relatively low growth outlook for the
developed world, we think oil prices are
fairly well supported in the short term.
That’s quite positive for Russia, which
is one of the world’s largest energy
producers.

Emerging market demand continues
to be pretty strong. Overall, emerging
markets are growing at 5 to 5.5 percent,
with China taking the lead at 8 to 8.5
percent. There is going to be significant
demand for energy.
You’ve mentioned valuations twice.
Emerging market stock prices, relative
to their earnings, look good now?
They really do. In the past when
emerging markets have been this cheap,
you've had a 40 to 60 percent rise in the
next 12 months. They don’t have the
fiscal problems that the developed world
does. There are no debt problems at the
country level. It all looks very good within
emerging markets.
Answers edited for content and clarity.
AP

The Dow 2012

Financial stocks had a stellar 2012. They
helped the Dow Jones industrial average rise 7
percent for the year.
Bank of America led the way. The stock more
than doubled, rising 109 percent. The other
financial stocks among the 30 that comprise the
Dow – JPMorgan Chase, American Express and
Travelers – all finished near the top of the pack.
Each climbed more than 20 percent for the year.
The emerging housing market recovery fueled
a 47 percent rise for Home Depot. Its stock also
got a lift after Superstorm Sandy, with investors
assuming cleanup efforts will have the chain’s
registers ringing.
At the bottom were Hewlett-Packard and Intel,
two companies tied to the market for personal
computers, which continues to shrink as consumers spend more on smartphones and tablets.

Bank of America (BAC)
Home Depot (HD)

Walt Disney (DIS)

JPMorgan Chase (JPM)

American Express (AXP)

Travelers (TRV)

General Electric (GE)

Pfizer (PFE)

Wal-Mart Stores (WMT)

3M (MMM)

United Technologies (UTX)

AT&T (T)

Cisco Systems (CSCO)
Merck (MRK)
Verizon (VZ)

UnitedHealth Group (UNH)
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)
Dow

4 in a row: The Dow posted a solid rise last
year before kicking off 2013 with a more than
300-point gain.
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Retail overhaul

109%

47

With roots that go back more than
a century, J.C. Penney knows
something about adapting to the
changing marketplace.
But having seen its sales
decline in four of the last five
years, the retail chain now finds
itself in the midst of a major
transformation.
Penney, which operates 1,100
department stores, brought in
former Apple executive Ron
Johnson in late in 2011 to turn
the company around. Now CEO,
Johnson has made many
changes at the chain, including
its merchandise and the look of
its stores.
Early last year, Penney moved
away from offering big
markdowns, sales and other
promotions, in favor of permanently lowered prices, monthlong
sales on select items and periodic
clearance events.
But customers did not embrace
the change and Penney's sales
fell further.
For the quarter ended Oct. 27,
the company posted a nearly 27
percent drop in revenue and a
wider-than-anticipated loss.
Still, parts of Penney's strategy
appear to be working.
Ten in-store mini shops

Other indices

Nasdaq

16

S&P 500

13

Caterpillar (CAT)
DuPont (DD)

McDonald’s (MCD)
Intel (INTC)

Hewlett-Packard (HPQ)

SOURCE: FactSet

Trevor Delaney, Jenni Sohn • AP

Source: FactSet

Thursday’s close: $20.11
Price-earnings ratio: Lost money

(based on last 12 mos.)

$16

52-week price range

$43

1-yr. stock change:
-43%
1-yr. S&P 500 change: 14%
Market value:
$4.4 billion
2011 revenue: $17.3 billion
Avg. broker rating:
SELL

HOLD

BUY

featuring Martha Stewart and
other brands have generated solid
revenue. Penney plans to open
100 more by 2015.

Data through Jan. 3
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Dividend Footnotes: a - Extra dividends were paid, but are not included. b - Annual rate plus stock. c - Liquidating dividend. e - Amount declared or paid in last 12 months. f - Current annual rate, which was increased by most recent dividend announcement. i - Sum of dividends paid after stock split, no regular rate. j - Sum of
dividends paid this year. Most recent dividend was omitted or deferred. k - Declared or paid this year, a cumulative issue with dividends in arrears. m - Current annual rate, which was decreased by most recent dividend announcement. p - Initial dividend, annual rate not known, yield not shown. r - Declared or paid in preceding 12
months plus stock dividend. t - Paid in stock, approximate cash value on ex-distribution date. PE Footnotes: q - Stock is a closed-end fund - no P/E ratio shown. cc - P/E exceeds 99. dd - Loss in last 12 months.
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True Cost Of
Vacation Homes
Ray’s Take
You’re on vacation with your family. Everyone is
relaxed and having a great time, so you think: Why
don’t we quit “renting” our vacation and buy a vacation home here? What could be better than having a
place to build family memories for years?
It sounds like a great idea. It might even be a
great idea, but not for many of us. Even now, when
the price of vacation homes has dropped, they’re still
a luxurious expense.
It’s not just the mortgage expense. There could
be hundreds of dollars in monthly costs for utilities,
lawn care
and security.
Then there are
property taxes,
insurance and
maintenance
plus the costs
of getting there
ray & dana Brandon and back. It all
rays of wisdom adds up!
Of course,
you could recoup some of the cost by renting out
your vacation home when you aren’t using it. However, that comes with its own additional expenses
– rental agents and increased maintenance due to
wear and tear. Bottom line: even with rental income,
you’ll still be paying plenty.
Before you fall in love with the idea of a vacation home, get out that calculator and add it all up.
If the numbers work, you feel confident about all
your income streams, and you aren’t sacrificing your
retirement security, maybe it will be OK. But remember also that vacation preferences can change. If you
really wanted to be in the mountains but keep going
to the beach because you need to get your money’s
worth, how relaxing is that vacation?
Before you make the jump, try one more calculation. Divide the annual projected cost of your
vacation home by the number of days you expect to
spend there. That’s the cost of your future vacations
per day. What could you do with that amount of
money if you simply rented someone else’s vacation
home instead?
Dana’s Take
Of course you can build up wonderful family
memories in a vacation home, but it’s just as easy to
strengthen family bonds during any type of vacation
together. Whether it’s camping or cruising, a car trip
or a plane ride, spending time together is a plus for
any family.
We recently took our kids out west, sharing
some of America’s most magnificent scenery with
them. Not only did we share eye-popping scenery
like the Grand Canyon, we also shared stories about
the history of this country.
Afterwards you can make the memories indelible by creating a memory book. It’s pretty easy to
download photos online into a memory book format. Let each family member add captions of what
he or she liked most and the funniest moments.
With digital memory books, you can order duplicate
copies for family members. When it’s delivered,
stash souvenir maps, brochures and ticket stubs
inside.
You’ll have a wonderful record that you can
return to again and again. Plus, your children can
share it with their own kids later.
Ray Brandon is a certified financial planner and
CEO of Brandon Financial Planning (www.brandonplanning.com). His wife, Dana, has a bachelor’s
degree in finance and is a licensed clinical social
worker. Contact Ray Brandon at raybrandon@brandonplanning.com.
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Changing Market
Commercial real estate deals make for an interesting 2012
sarah baKer | The Memphis News

M

uch of 2012’s commercial
real estate deals could be
summed up in one of three
phrases: speculative construction,
institutional buyers and unusual
transactions.
The first quarter was kicked off
when Industrial Developments International Inc. revealed plans to add
one build-to-suit and two speculative
buildings in its Crossroads Distribution Center in Olive Branch – marking the area’s first spec construction
since 2008.
And next year is poised to see
more industrial spec development.
While fourth quarter numbers aren’t
final yet, the last six months of the
year have tallied 2.7 million square
feet of net absorption, said Jim Mercer, executive vice president with CB
Richard Ellis Memphis.
Combine that decrease in
vacancy with depleting big box
warehouse inventory and some 12
million square feet of active deals being tracked in the Memphis market,
and demand is bound to drive more
supply.
“We only have in our market right
now about three buildings above
500,000 feet that are Class A, newer,
high ceilings, ESA fire sprinklers,
available right now, which is rare for
Memphis,” Mercer said. “Historically,
we’ve had more than that.”
Prologis Inc., Hillwood Investment Properties, Panattoni Development Co. and IDI all have “soil
cemented pad-ready sites ready to
go,” Mercer said.
“They’re all kind of on the fence
waiting to pull the trigger on a spec,
but we’re hearing that they all want
to do one,” Mercer said. “I don’t think
they all will, but you might see two.”
Meanwhile, the industrial sector
has seen its fair share of institutional
buyers entering or expanding in the
market, finally setting capital free.
Examples include Freehold,
N.J.-based Monmouth Real Estate
Investment Corp.’s $28 million acquisition of the Milwaukee Electric Tool
Corp. building in Olive Branch; New
York-based American Realty Capital
Trust III Inc.’s $52.4 million purchase
of the Williams-Sonoma distribution
center in Olive Branch; Denver-based
Industrial Income Trust Inc.’s $24.3
million acquisition of various lots
in Memphis Distribution Center;
Hillwood’s $37.3 million deal with
Brookfield Asset Management for
five Class A buildings in Southpark
Distribution Center; and Pennsylvania-based Exeter Property Group’s
$40 million, 10-industrial building
portfolio purchase from Prologis.

Photo: Lance Murphey

Brinkley Plaza, at 80 Monroe Ave., was acquired in 2012 for $7.2 million.

Investment sales were also active
in the office market last year. Santa
Monica, Calif.-based Hertz Investment Group LLC completed its
acquisition of five Memphis office
buildings from Parkway Properties
Inc., marking the firm’s return to the
Bluff City and focus shift to secondary and tertiary markets. That sale of
Forum I, Forum II & III, Falls Building, and Toyota Center left Parkway
with one building in Memphis –
Morgan Keegan Tower – an asset with
uncertain stability moving forward
due to Raymond James & Associates
Inc.’s acquisition of the tower’s namesake company in early January.
“The Parkway transaction is
something unusual for its size and
number of assets for Memphis to
see,” Johnny Lamberson, executive
vice president with CBRE, told The
Daily News early last year. “These are
large, $50 million plus deals. Those
deals happen office-wise once every
two years, maybe even once every
three years.”
An additional office building
to trade hands was Brinkley Plaza.
Montreal-based Olymbec USA LLC
acquired the tower from a partnership made up of entities related to

CBRE and Loeb Properties Inc. for
$7.2 million. That deal marked Olymbec’s third Memphis acquisition in
two years and first office endeavor,
bringing the firm’s total portfolio here
to nearly 2 million square feet.
The retail sector saw a significant
transaction as well when Memphis-based Poag Lifestyle Centers
partnered with an affiliate of New
York-based DRA Advisors for a $55
million purchase of Carriage Crossing in Collierville. The past year also
brought about some atypical deals
for Memphis. One is Johnson Development Associates Inc.’s closing in
April on the former Mall of Memphis
site for $2.7 million. The Spartanburg, S.C.-based developer has since
tapped the local office of Jones Lang
LaSalle to market the property for
industrial build-to-suit users.
Then there’s Highwoods Properties Inc.’s development of two
upscale restaurants on its Crescent
Center land in East Memphis. The
Capital Grille and Seasons 52, concepts by Orlando, Fla.-based Darden
Concepts Inc., have filed permits in
recent weeks to begin construction.
Both are scheduled to open in fall
2013.
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Memphis Primary Care Aligns
With Baptist Medical Group
michael waddell | Special to The Memphis News

Trend of consolidation in health care industry continues as practice aligns with hospital

T

he trend of consolidation in the
local health care industry marches
on as Memphis Primary Care becomes the latest private physician practice to align with a major hospital system,
joining Baptist Medical Group.
“I feel right now that aligning with a
hospital is the next logical step in the evolution and continued progression of our
medical practice,” said Dr. Freddie Everson, who partnered with Dr. Jay Patchen
to establish their practice in 2002 with
a special emphasis on preventive care,
managing acute and complex conditions,
and monitoring medication interactions
and side effects.
“We feel we provide consistent quality
clinic-based care to our patient population. Quality patient care is also a value
shared by Baptist, and I feel it makes us a
good fit.”
The acquisition by Baptist takes its
total number of physicians to more than
400. For fiscal year 2012 (from October
2011 to October 2012), BMG added 96
physicians, and since the birth of BMG
in February 2010 its physician roster has
grown from 76 to 408 health care providers.
“For Baptist Medical Group it is not
really about numbers,” said Robert Vest,
Baptist director of acquisitions and development. “It is about finding the right

partnerships with the right physicians. We
want to attract the highest quality physicians that we possibly can to accomplish

“

With any medical group,
primary care has to be one
of the foundation building
blocks on which you build
your practice. We are
very excited that we are
expanding our primary care
footprint into Midtown.”
– Robert Vest

Director of acquisitions and development, Baptist

our mission of bringing the highest quality of care to the people of communities
which we serve.”
Memphis Primary Care became the
first traditional primary care clinic in the
Midtown area acquired by Baptist.
“With any medical group, primary

care has to be one of the foundation
building blocks on which you build your
practice,” Vest said. “We are very excited
that we are expanding our primary care
footprint into Midtown.”
Everson, who has practiced medicine
for 30 years and done so in Memphis
since 1994, explained he reached a point
in his career where he wanted to spend
less time dealing with the administrative
aspects of running a practice and find
ways to focus solely on patient care and
increase quality outcomes.
So Memphis Primary Care approached Baptist about forming an alliance.
“Most of my associations since I’ve
practiced in Memphis have been with the
Baptist medical system, so I had a better
knowledge of their system and I naturally
gravitated towards them,” said Everson.
His specialty is family medicine, while
Patchen specializes in internal medicine.
Their clinic treats patients aged 16 and
up with conditions including high blood
pressure, diabetes, lipid disorders, thyroid
disorders, heart disease, digestive disorders, osteoporosis, arthritis, depression,
anxiety, respiratory disorders including
allergies and asthma, and chronic lung
diseases.
The practice has grown steadily over
the years, primarily from word of mouth,

and now sees an average of 20 to 30
patients per day. The Midtown office employs a staff of seven, excluding the two
main physicians.
Everson would like to expand the
practice in the next few years, but the office will remain in Midtown.
“We plan to stay in the Midtown area,”
Everson said. “There is potential that we
could move to a new office, but it would
hopefully be in the same general area.”
As health care reform takes shape,
Everson is not sure if the end result will be
more patient visits at BMG-Memphis Primary Care, but he hopes the new changes
result in better options for treatment.
“I would hope that as more individuals are paying insurance it will allow them
to seek more routine medical care in the
clinic outpatient setting as opposed to the
emergency room system,” said Everson.
Vest expects Baptist to continue to
pad its list of physicians in the new year,
and he thinks the national trend of consolidation will also continue.
“I think it is national phenomenon
that we are seeing a healthy dose of in our
metro market,” Vest said. “We are likely
to close deals on four more practices in
the next 14 days, including one very large
primary care group. I think that growth in
the Memphis market is here to stay for a
while.”

Is Your Nonprofit Organization’s Board Bored?
Here’s a question for our
readers who are nonprofit executives and
board members: is your board fully engaged? Does the structure of your board
meetings encourage members to bring
their talents and abilities to the table or
does it stifle members’ creativity and create a “bored board?”
If you are a nonprofit executive, do you
really know who is serving on your board?
Do you know their skills, strengths, talents
and relationships? Do you have a strategy
for how to engage each board member in
advancing the agreed upon goals of the
organization?
Have you met with each to share the
current strategic plan and ask how each
would like to be involved in bringing it to
life?
Do you provide board members
with information they need to serve as
advocates and fundraisers? Have you met

board; ask for their insights to challenges
personally with members who tend to
and opportunities the organization is
miss meetings, come unprepared or are
grappling with. Find a way to creatively
otherwise disengaged?
release the talents of your board. A “yes”
Have you reflected on what you know
about their skills, personality and relation- board is not an asset: no one of us is so
wonderful that all our
ships and considered
ideas are perfect. Encourstrategies for involving
age dialog and diversity of
members in ways that
opinion.
are in line with their
If you are serving on
interests?
a board take a moment
Do you typically
to reflect on your involvecreate and circulate the
board agenda? Do board
MEL & Pearl shaw ment. Why are you on
FUNdraising Good Times the board? Is the reason
members agree with the
you joined the board the
majority of your ideas?
reason you continue to serve? Are you
Do you have challenges getting a quorum
serving at the request of your employer?
at meetings? If you answered “yes” you
Are you filling a seat that is reserved
may want to look at doing things differfor a representative from your business,
ently.
agency, church or organization? Is your
Encourage your board chair to work
board service an obligation or a challengcollaboratively with you in crafting the
ing joy?
agenda. Ask her to pose questions of the

Do you attend the majority of board
meeting? Do you participate or are you
bored? Can you summon the courage to
talk with the board chair and find a way to
contribute to a positive change in how the
board operates?
Here’s what we know – talented,
respected and well-connected people are
often asked to serve on nonprofit boards.
But, the structure of board meetings can
work against their active involvement.
A board’s talent is lost when meetings
are filled with reading of reports and discussions regarding the next time to meet.
Consider working with a consent
agenda and time allocated to strategic
discussions regarding operations, growth,
partnerships and delivery of services. No
need to be bored.
Mel and Pearl Shaw are the authors of
“The Fundraisers Guide to Soliciting Gifts”
now available at Amazon.com.
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Beale Nightspot
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Easy Answers
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Mayor vows safety for
city’s entertainment
district after shooting

A
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fter a relatively quiet New Year’s Eve
on Beale Street, Memphis Mayor A
C Wharton Jr. told a prayer breakfast on New Year’s Day, “Beale Street will
soon be behind us. … It’s going to be a safe
Beale Street.”
Wharton’s remarks came just days after
he vowed to keep Club Crave at Fourth
and Beale streets closed as a public nuisance following a Christmas Eve shooting
that killed one person and injured two
others. Wharton also said he would seek
to demolish the building that has housed
nightspots under several names over the
last decade that have had similar problems
with violence. The nuisance action filed by
the Shelby County District Attorney General’s office and pending in General Sessions Environmental Court is the second
nuisance complaint against the building
owner. The first was filed when the building was leased by different owners of what
was then called Plush.
Condemnation of someone else’s property is easier said than done even when a
building owner agrees.
But Wharton said Tuesday he is serious.
“If you are killing folks in a club in this
town black, white, green, blue, brown,
whatever, we are going to shut you down,”
he told a cheering crowd. “There is no
black life in this town. There is no white
life. God made all life precious. And I am
not going to tolerate any color line in
terms of what we shut down when it is terrorizing our city.”
Wharton’s comments were, in part, a
reaction to comments on his Facebook
page. Several commenters said the building isn’t the problem. One said closing
Crave would force its patrons “back into
the neighborhoods we live in for house
parties and bar-b-q’s and just general mischief gathering.”
“Address the problem of young, angry,
Godless and heartless folks with weapons
and short fuses and then the city could
have nightlife to rival New Orleans & Miami,” the commenter added.
The building, built in 1975 according to
the Shelby County Assessor, was originally
a movie theater owned by boxing legend
Muhammad Ali. Ali later sold his interest
in the theater.
From there, it became a succession of
nightclub and concert venues with one
common denominator – George Miller.

Miller is listed on the property records.
The property is owned by Beale Street Development Corp. even though it is outside
the Beale Street Entertainment District
boundaries that stop on the west side of
Fourth.
The development corporation also
owns the Old Daisy Theater, which is
inside the boundaries of the three-block
Beale Street district.
Miller was once the head of the Beale
Street Development Corp. and at times
over the years has claimed to still be the
director of the nonprofit group created by
the city of Memphis in the late 1970s.
The corporation was to be a middle
man of sorts that would hold the lease on
what is city property and then sublease it
to what became Performa Entertainment,
the company headed by John Elkington
that has developed and managed the
entertainment district since its reopening
in 1983.
The development corporation was
formed as an acknowledgement of concerns about preserving the history of the
street as the center of black commerce and
culture during the era of racial segregation
by law in Memphis.
From the movie theater on the other
side of the district’s western border, Miller
has rented out the theater as a nightclub
for decades.
Meanwhile, Randle Catron, the executive director of the Beale Street Development Corp., has been locked in a battle
with the city and Performa for several
years over the settlement of the bankruptcy case that puts the city of Memphis
in direct control of the district.
During that time, Catron said he
intended to establish daily tours of the district from the Old Daisy. But the tours have
not materialized and it remains a rental
property for parties and other events. It
was an interpretive center briefly when the
district opened in 1983.
The operation of an “interpretive center” focused on the history of the district is
one of the duties of the development corporation outlined in the city’s lease with it
and in turn with what became Performa.
Late last year, federal bankruptcy court
Judge Jennie Latta ruled in favor of the city
and Performa denying the development
corporation’s contention that Performa
owed it $6 million.
Some legal hoops remain to be settled
in a Shelby County Chancery Court case.
But the bankruptcy court ruling was an
important step toward limiting the ability
of the development corporation to block
direct city control and the development
corporation’s role in the future direction of
the district post-Performa.
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Tigers Must Stay
On Right Path To
Reach Potential
In a season defined by underachievement, Memphis doesn’t have too many chances to prove it
can play at elite level
DON WADE | Special to The Memphis News

D

epending on your perspective,
it was lavish praise that spoke to
the Tigers’ potential still there for
the realizing and great NCAA Tournament
victories still there for the taking.
Or, depending on your perspective,
it was an unintentional indictment of a
college basketball team that so far has

Memphis guard Joe Jackson goes to the
basket against Tennessee guards Wes
Washpun, top, and Josh Richardson (1) in
last season’s regular season game that
Memphis won 69-51. The teams square off
in Knoxville on Friday, Jan. 4.
AP Photo: Lance Murphey

majored in underachievement and of
a basketball equation where the sum is
always less than its individual parts.
After the Tigers had beaten Oral Roberts, 72-57, in a Dec. 28 game that was not
as close as the score might suggest, there
was much head shaking and genuine
expressions of amazement in the hallway
outside the losing locker room at FedExForum.
“They’re all physical. They have jumping jacks,” said ORU center Damen BellHolter, who still had a good night with 18
points and 14 rebounds. “(D.J.) Stephens
is a freak athlete and Shaq (Goodwin),
as a freshman, does a good job carving
space.”

Some Predictions for the Year Ahead in Sports
8. ESPN introduces the TV show
“Sports Screech!” but pulls the show
when producers realize they already
have that with Skip Bayless and Stephen A. Smith on “First Take.”

The new sports year has
dawned and it’s good to know what
might lie ahead. So here’s our bold 2013
Sports Forecast by the numbers:
1. The Grizzlies swing a deal before
the trade deadline but are fined by the
NBA when, out of habit, they try to trade
O.J. Mayo.
2. The Memphis Airport is invited to
join the Big East.
3. Alabama beats Notre Dame, 3022, to win a second straight national title and give the SEC its seventh straight
national championship. Nick Saban,
almost cracking a smile, says, “We’re
gonna take 24 minutes to enjoy this one
and then get back to make coaching at
Auburn and Tennessee a living hell.”
4. Tiger Woods announces he will
play in the FESJC – just as soon as Elvis
plays in FedExForum.

THE PRESS BOX

DON WADE

5. The Memphis Tigers win at Tennessee on Jan. 4, win the C-USA regularseason title, but get tripped up during
the C-USA Tournament in Tulsa and
spend Selection Sunday sweating. Josh
Pastner says, “I’m telling you, Conference USA is a good league. Well, pretty
good. Not bad. OK, not horrendous.
Look, there are worse leagues. I can’t
think of any right now, but they’re out
there, man!”
6. The NFL votes to expand the playoffs, adding the “Romo Round.”
7. Lance Armstrong offers a “new”
theory: flaxseed oil.

9. At a blackjack table and sitting on
20, a man tells the dealer, “Hit me.” That
man is Les Miles.
10. Tony Allen and Rudy Gay make
a New Year’s resolution: Tony quits
uncontested layups and Rudy gives up
uncontested dunks.
11. A Home Depot in Sheboygan,
Wis., is invited to join the Big East.
12. Saying, “I’m going to play the
quarterback that gives us the best
chance to win,” Jets coach Rex Ryan
names Vinny Testaverde his 2013
starter.
13. On the “NBA on TNT” set,

Charles Barkley correctly predicts that
there will be more solar eclipses this
year (2) than times Kobe passes on a
fast break.
14. In February, Lane Kiffin sees his
shadow – meaning that in Tennessee
he’s still less likable than a rodent.
15. During the NBA offseason, Chris
Paul and Russell Westbrook join “The
View.”
16. Having been rewarded by the
New Orleans Saints with a five-year
$38 million contract extension AFTER
Bountygate, Sean Payton takes the next
logical step: He enters politics.
Don Wade’s column appears weekly
in The Daily News and The Memphis
News. He and Jon Albright host the
“Jon & Don Show” on Sports 56 AM and
87.7 FM from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesdays
through Fridays.
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Oral Roberts guard D.J. Jackson was
especially complimentary of the job
Memphis Tigers guard Geron Johnson did
shutting down 21-points-per-game scorer
Warren Niles (two points on 1-for-11
shooting).
“He might be one of the best defensive
players in the country,” Jackson said. “It’s
just the body – the size, the strength, the
speed. That kid’s the total package.”
And finally this from coach Scott Sutton:
“We’ve played a bunch of good teams
the past 10 years (including Oklahoma
and No. 3 Arizona this season), and I’m
not sure we’ve played a team as deep with
so many athletic players as Memphis.”
Yet does anyone feel confident about
the kind of performance the Tigers will
give in their Jan. 4 game at the University
of Tennessee?
Memphis ended 2012 on a three-game
winning streak, rebounding from a tough
loss at home to No. 6 Louisville to beat
Lipscomb, 62-56, ORU and Loyola (Md.),
78-64.
“If everything’s clicking, I feel like the
(margin) should be 20, 25 points,” said
Tigers guard Chris Crawford.
Except this team refuses to take the
easy path to anything.
In fact, if they used MapQuest, they undoubtedly would

“

They’re all physical.
They have jumping
jacks. (D.J.) Stephens
is a freak athlete
and Shaq (Goodwin),
as a freshman, does
a good job carving
space.”
– Damen Bell-Holter
ORU center

choose the route requiring the most miles
and hours to reach their destination.
“We’re still going through adversity as
a team,” Crawford said after the Loyola
game. “We just have to stay together as
a team, like we’ve been doing. A win is a
win.”
True. A win is a win. Unfortunately, a
loss is a loss.
The Tigers’ losses are to Virginia Commonwealth, to now No. 9 Minnesota, and
to Louisville. So coach Josh Pastner is still
looking for his first victory over a ranked
team.
The Tigers have an RPI of 95, according to cbssports.com, and a 119 strengthof-schedule rating. They need victories
over Tennessee, Harvard and Xavier to
start pushing the RPI lower.
On the other hand, besides the positives mentioned by the ORU contingent,
there are others: Joe Jackson is playing
very well, with 14 assists and just three
turnovers in his last three games, 22
points against Loyola, and a season-high
23 against Louisville.
Stephens is a dunking and shotblocking “warrior,” to use Pastner’s word;
Goodwin is a promising player; guard
Antonio Barton has had 26 total points off
the bench in his last two games; Johnson
is a difference-maker on toughness and
tenacity alone; and freshman Damien

Wilson is now contributing in limited
minutes.
But problems remain: as a team, the
Tigers average 36.2 rebounds per game
(141st in the country). They shoot 33
percent from 3-point range (197th in the
country).
Their supposed best player, Adonis
Thomas, has scored seven or fewer points
in four of the last five games and got
shut out on the boards in 20 minutes vs.
Loyola.
He’s now 5-for-31 from 3-point range
(16 percent) and often he’s tentative when
shooting or making a move toward the
basket.
“I can’t speak for him, but when you’re
frustrated or hesitant to do stuff, your
mind is just not in the game,” Goodwin
said.
Crawford’s shooting also remains an
issue – just 13-of-47 (28 percent) from
3-point range – and against Loyola he
focused on defense and took but one shot
in 31 minutes. Tarik Black has missed the
last two games due to a groin injury.
“We are a much-improved team,”
Pastner said, in what has become an echo
the last few weeks. “And once everything
clicks with Adonis, we can be extremely
scary.”
When, and if, their sum becomes at
least as good as their individual parts.

Multifunction Machines
Scanners
Copiers
Printers
Managed Print Services
Electronic Document
Management Systems

New Year’s Resolution
Save Up to 30%
on Office Equipment

xmcinc.com
901.737.8910
7585 A.E. Beaty, Suite 101
Bartlett, TN 38133

Bob
Hamilton
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Countdown to Reform

Illustration: Shutterstock

Nation’s health care system marches forward
to sweeping changes in 2014
St o r y b y M I C H A E L WA D D E L L

The Obama administration

million Tennesseans do not have health

recently took the next step in imple-

insurance, but beginning in January

menting the new health care reform

2014, health insurance companies will

by laying out more specific guidelines

be required to sell coverage to anyone

regarding the health insurance market

who applies, and renewal of health care

reforms. The Department of Health and

coverage will be guaranteed each year.

Human Services published the new

Enrollment for policies beginning on

regulations on Nov. 20.

Jan. 1, 2014, is anticipated to begin in

Currently between 250,000 and 1

October.
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“The Affordable Care Act is building a health insurance market that
works for consumers,” said Health
and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius in a prepared statement. “Thanks to the health care law,
no one will be discriminated against
because of a pre-existing condition.”
Insurance providers will no longer be able to charge women higher
rates than men, and restrictions will
be set to protect the elderly from
being charged exorbitant insurance
fees compared to the young (although they still can be charged up
to as much as three times more than
someone substantially younger).
All Americans will also have the
security of knowing that they do not
have to worry about losing their
coverage if they are unexpectedly
laid off or change jobs.
The new regulations also detail
how insurance providers will need
to prove that their plans will cover
at least 60 percent of average annual
medical expenses for each policy.
Ten critical categories must now
be covered, including ambulatory patient services; emergency
services; hospitalization; maternity
and newborn care; mental health
and substance use disorder services,
including behavioral health treatment; prescription drugs; rehabilitative and habilitative services
and devices; laboratory services;
preventive and wellness services and
chronic disease management; and
pediatric services, including oral and
vision care.
“For the average person on the
street, they are not likely to notice
any changes until Jan. 1, 2014,” said
Jenny Gunderson, TennCare director
of communications.
In mid-December, Tennessee
Gov. Bill Haslam decided that Tennessee will not create a state-run
health insurance exchange due to
concerns over the lack of guidelines
issued so far by the federal government. Arkansas decided to pursue a
partnership with the federal government to run its exchange, while Mississippi chose to run its own.
Gary Cohen, the director of the
Center for Consumer Information
and Insurance Oversight, vowed in a
recent conference call that there will
be an exchange open in every state
by Oct. 1.
The cost of health insurance on
the exchanges will be subsidized
from tax credits for people with
incomes up to 400 percent of the
federal poverty level of $11,170 for
2012, or a total of $44,680. People
who earn less than $14,856 (133 percent of poverty) this year will qualify
for Medicaid in states that decide in
favor of the expansion of Medicaid.
Haslam has remained undecided
about whether to expand Medicaid
in Tennessee. Arkansas has decided
in favor of Medicaid expansion, while
Mississippi chose against expansion.
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coverage, which is also available
online.
“There are three major components of the summary: basis plan
information on benefit options and
cost sharing, uniform definitions
of standard insurance and medical
terms, and coverage examples that
are designed to show the cost pattern
specific to the benefits include in the
summary,” said Ramsey.
Millions have already benefited
from changes introduced in 2010.
Approximately 3.1 million young
adults who were uninsured now have
coverage by being able to stay on
their parent’s health plan until they
turn 27, and an estimated 54 million
additional Americans now receive
coverage
through their
private health
insurance plan
for many preventive services
like wellness
visits and cancer screenings
without cost
We feel having the flexibility to make sharing such
health care decisions locally would as copays or
deductibles.
have been more beneficial for the
Women are
state versus having those decisions also benefitmade by federal government.” ing from more
preventive
– Chris Ramsey
services. ApDirector of health care reform, BCBS of Tennessee
proximately 47
million women
now have guaranteed access
to additional
preventive services without costbrought about by the Patient Protecsharing for policies renewing on or
tion and Affordable Care Act, which
after Aug. 1, 2012.
was signed into law in 2010, are
“These preventative services
already having an impact across the
with no cost sharing for the memcountry by making health care more
ber include the annual well woman
accessible and more affordable for
preventative care benefit, counseling
millions of people, while at the same
for sexually transmitted infections,
time strengthening Medicare and
screenings and counseling for HIV,
holding insurance companies more
cancer screenings like mammoaccountable.
grams, and a new option for contraBlueCross BlueShield of Tennesception-only prescription drugs,”
see established an internal office
Ramsey said.
of health care reform in 2010 to
The parents of more than 17.6
coordinate efforts to comply with the
million children with pre-existing
law, according to BCBS of Tennessee
conditions no longer have to worry
spokesman Gary Tanner.
that their children will be denied
“Our preference was for a statecoverage because of a pre-existing
based exchange in Tennessee due
condition, and 86,000 people with
to the existing relationships that we
pre-existing conditions have gained
have the staff in Nashville that overcoverage through the Pre-Existing
sees the various health programs for
Condition Insurance Plan – a tempothe state,” said Chris Ramsey, BCBS
rary program offering more affordof Tennessee director of health care
able health coverage for uninsured
reform. “We feel having the flexibility
individuals who have been denied
to make health care decisions locally
health insurance because of a prewould have been more beneficial for
existing condition.
the state versus having those deciAdd to those numbers 105 milsions made by federal government.”
lion Americans who no longer have
Beginning on Sept. 23, insurance
a lifetime dollar limit on essential
providers were mandated to provide
health benefits.
clear, consistent and comparable
An estimated 25,000 small busiinformation about their health plan
nesses in Memphis, and 360,000
benefits and coverage.
small businesses across the country,
BCBS now sends out a four-page
will receive relief from more tax creduniform summary of benefits and
Beginning in 2014, Medicaid expansion will grow to allow coverage
to almost all people whose incomes
are less than 138 percent of the federal poverty level – currently $15,028
per year for a household of one or
$30,843 per year for a household of
four. An estimated 1.6 million additional Tennesseans under the age
of 65 will have access to Medicaid,
according to Kaiser Family Foundation data.
“The federal government will also
provide subsidies to certain families
with income levels between 100 percent and 400 percent of the national
poverty level to purchase insurance
on the exchange,” said Gunderson.
Many substantial changes

“

its and affordable insurance choices
as 2014 approaches.
Health insurance providers are
now required to meet the 80/20
rule, or Medical Loss Ratio, in which
at least 80 cents of each premium
dollar must be spent on the patient’s
health care or improvements to care.
If insurance providers fail to meet
the standard, they must pay a rebate
to their customers. The 80/20 rule
has already led to an estimated $1.1
billion in rebates to nearly 13 million
consumers, for an average rebate of
$151 per household.
“Tracking our Medical Loss Ratio
is an initiative that we are now engaged with heavily,” said Ramsey.
Insurance companies will also
have to publicly justify any rate
increase of 10 percent or more, and
states will be equipped with new
resources to review and block any
premium hikes. These types of rate
reviews have already helped save
people across the country an estimated $1 billion in insurance costs.
At least 19 million early retirees,
workers, their spouses, surviving
spouses and dependents have had
their premiums or cost sharing
reduced thanks to the Early Retiree
Reinsurance Program, which has
provided $5 billion in reinsurance
payments to employers so they can
continue to provide benefits to their
retired workers who are not yet eligible for Medicare.
For the nearly 50 million seniors
and Americans with disabilities who
depend on Medicare every day, they
can rest a bit easier knowing that
their existing guaranteed Medicarecovered benefits will not be reduced
or taken away. The new health care
is touted to make Medicare stronger
and extends the life of the Medicare
Trust Fund by eight years thanks to
reduced waste, fraud and abuse, and
the slowing cost growth of Medicare.
The average person with Medicare is expected to save approximately $5,000 from 2010 to 2022,
and people with high prescription
drug costs like those with chronic
conditions such as diabetes and high
blood pressure could save as much
as $18,000 over the same period.
Nearly 5.6 million seniors and
people with disabilities have saved
more than $4.8 billion on prescription drugs thanks to the Affordable
Care Act. These savings include
a one-time $250 rebate check to
seniors who fell into the prescription
drug coverage gap in 2010, and a 50
percent discount on brand-name
drugs.
More than 32.5 million seniors
have already received one or more
free preventive services, like lifesaving cancer screenings, as well as
annual wellness visits. During the
first nine months of this year, more
than 20.7 million people with original Medicare received at least one
preventive service at no cost.
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Spirit of Giving

michael waddell | Special to The Memphis News

Local organizations offer assistance to the area’s homeless during holiday season

F

or several thousand homeless
Memphians, the winter months can
be especially rough being exposed
to the harsh elements without money, food
or warm clothing.
Several local organizations and volunteers took time to give back during this
holiday season by donating warm clothes,
preparing hot meals and providing health
care for those less fortunate just as the first
signs of freezing conditions and snow hit
the area.
There are currently a record number of
homeless people on the streets in Shelby
County. Homelessness has increased
sharply over the past five years, according to a point-in-time annual report from
Community Alliance for the Homeless Inc.
Between 2008 and 2012, homelessness
in the Mid-South increased 32.5 percent, and between 2011 and 2012 overall
homelessness increased 7 percent. Family
homelessness remained at the same level
as five years ago (214 families this year
versus 215 families five years ago), while
single individual homelessness increased
38 percent during that same period, from
1,007 people in 2008 to 1,386 in 2012. A total of 2,063 units of housing were provided
to homeless people in Shelby County in
early 2012, an increase of 300 units from
2011.
During the week leading up to Christmas, the Baptist Operation Outreach van
held its annual event to hand out backpacks with essential supplies for the cold
winter months. About 300 of the city’s
homeless attended the Baptist’s “Tree of
Faith, Hope, and Love” event on Dec. 19
at85 N. Cleveland St. in the Downtown
Memphis Athletic Ministries gymnasium
to receive some good food, along with
warm clothing and hygienic supplies for
use during the next few months.
“All of the backpack items were do-

Photo: Courtesy of Greg Campbell; Baptist Memorial Health Care

Baptist Memorial Health Care employees serve food to the homeless at the “Tree of Faith, Hope, and Love” event on Dec. 19. Baptist
and other organizations took time to give back during the holiday season.

nated by employees of Baptist Memorial
Health Care,” said Cynthia Allen, Baptist’s
community relations manager. “Employees pulled a tag that listed items to keep
our homeless population warm this season. Items given included thermals, hats,
gloves, and personal care products.”
Baptist employees served hot meals to
all who attended.
Next on the calendar for Baptist Operation Outreach is its year-round mission for
2013 to continue serving the homeless.
“The Baptist Operation Outreach

health care van for the homeless is a mobile health care unit designed to address
the health needs of the homeless in Memphis and currently serves an average of
3,000 patients a year,” Allen said. “Started
in 2003, the van provides year-round,
four-days-a-week acute and primary care,
disease prevention information and guidance to Memphians without permanent
housing. Baptist Operation Outreach also
provides medication and free transportation to and from medical appointments.”
The van operates through a partner-

ship with Christ Community Church.
Community Alliance for the Homeless
conducted a survey in the City of Memphis
early last year that showed that the Baptist
Operation Outreach van as the largest provider for the homeless in Shelby County,
serving 33 percent of the homeless population at no cost. Elsewhere, on Christmas
Day the House of Mtenzi Museum at 1289
Madison Ave. held its annual Operation
Warm-Up event to offer hot soup and provide warm-up kits with winter essentials
for people in need across Memphis.

LO G ISTICS

Pinnacle Secures Larger Jets in Reorganization Pact
BILL DRIES | The Memphis News

P

innacle Airlines Corp. has a long-term business
plan agreement with the union representing its
pilots, Delta Air Lines and the committee of its
creditors for its bankruptcy reorganization.
The Memphis-based regional carrier filed the agreements Thursday, Jan. 3, with Federal Bankruptcy Court in
New York City seeking approval of the plan.
The plan is the second since Pinnacle filed last April
for bankruptcy reorganization. The first plan was scuttled

when Delta reached a contract agreement with the Air
Line Pilots Association in June that allowed it to move
away from 50-seat regional jets to larger jets faster than
originally planned. That agreement forced Pinnacle to
come up with a new plan to better compete for providing
the regional service under contract with Delta.
In the original plan, Pinnacle had decided to move
away from providing regional and connecting flights to
other global carriers to focus on an agreement with Delta.
At the heart of the new plan is an amendment to Pinnacle’s contract with Delta that sends the next 40 CRJ-900
aircraft Delta’s regional arm gets to Pinnacle. The CRJ900s are 76-seat jets. The CRJ-900s begin arriving in the

Pinnacle fleet this fall with all 40 in the Pinnacle fleet by
the end of 2014. The 50-seat CRJ-200 aircraft now in the
Pinnacle fleet would rotate out of service in the next two
to three years.
The comprehensive agreements announced Thursday
by Pinnacle also includes $30 million of added liquidity
for its continued operation during the organization and
$22 million more to make required payments to Pinnacle
pilots under a bridge agreement. The maturity date for the
credit facility or loan is also extended from April 1 to May
15. Delta or one of its affiliates would acquire the equity
in the reorganized Pinnacle Airlines Corp. after it emerges
from the reorganization.
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Changes on Tap for State-Run Schools
BILL DRIES | The Memphis News

A

s the Achievement School District
added six low performing Memphis
schools in December for the new
school year that begins in August, the leader of the state-led district was in Memphis
to deal with backlash in the community
around one of the six existing Memphis
Schools that have been part of the district
since last August.
Parents of some students and even
NBA and University of Memphis basketball player Anfernee “Penny” Hardaway,
an alum of Lester School, showed up at
the countywide school board meeting this
month to complain about how charter
school operator Cornerstone Prep is running the school.
Cornerstone is running Lester Elementary School under a contract with
the Achievement School District. The
complaints range from teachers not letting
students go to the bathroom to a group of

alumni wearing “Lester” T-shirts who want
the Lester name to remain.
Achievement School District superintendent Chris Barbic and Cornerstone
leaders met with the parents and community members about their concerns.
“We’ve got all the confidence in the
world that the team at Cornerstone are
providing a really high quality education
for kids,” Barbic said. “If there’s things that
we can do better we will.”
The selection of a second round of
Achievement School District schools was
different than the first round. It started
earlier and plans to add 10 new schools
were changed to add six new schools.
“There was literally no infrastructure
in place. There were two pages of legislation and a group of three people,” Barbic
said of the environment at the dawn of the
school district for the bottom 5 percent
of public schools in the state in terms of

student achievement.
The move into and selection of communities moved faster then than it did this
fall.
“We had an idea of where we thought
we were going to end up. But we didn’t
want to walk in with some pre-determined
quota,” Barbic said of the second round.
“There really was a process. It was done
with integrity and we did listen to what
communities had to say. There were some
schools in the group that we felt like had
strong leadership and some good plans.
We felt like we need to give the leaders and
their plans a chance to work the plan.”
Now that the new schools to come on
line in August have been selected, Barbic
hopes to increase the number of teachers current at the six schools who apply to
work for his school district.
All school employees, including teachers and administrators reapply for their

ED U CATION

Schools Talks to Resume in Private
BILL DRIES | The Memphis News

P

rivate talks aimed at settling the
federal lawsuit over municipal
school districts are expected to resume with the end of the holiday season.
All sides in the legal matter had met
behind closed doors at least twice after
U.S. District Court Judge Samuel “Hardy”
Mays ruled in late November that all
moves taken in 2012 toward forming
municipal school districts were void. He
ruled the 2012 state law allowing leaders
in Shelby County’s six suburban towns
and cities to move ahead with their plans
immediately violated the Tennessee
Constitution.
The talks among the various parties
in the lawsuit began after that ruling.
Mays has not yet ruled on two other state
laws allowing and governing the creation
of municipal school districts once the
merger of Shelby County’s two public
school systems begins in August.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the state
of Tennessee said in a court filing that
“recent talks have showed progress.”
The description is included in a Dec.
27 filing by the state seeking to delay
the time it has to appeal a decision by a
magistrate judge on another part of the
complex lawsuit.
“An appeal of the magistrate’s decision to the district judge … at this stage

could potentially interfere with those
discussions,” wrote the attorneys with
the Tennessee Attorney General’s office
including Deputy Attorney General Kevin
Steiling. That is as specific as any of the
parties involved in the talks have been.
Mays tried unsuccessfully to mediate
a settlement before his November ruling.
He is not believed to be involved in the
current mediation efforts. Nor is Tennessee Education Commissioner Kevin Huffman who was suggested as a mediator by
state Senate Democratic Leader Jim Kyle
of Memphis.
The state’s characterization of the
talks came in response to a move by
attorneys for the Shelby County Commission to get the emails and other correspondence of state legislators and their
constituents in 2011 and 2012 dealing
with passage of the laws on municipal
school districts. The commission’s attorneys are seeking the correspondence
as part of the third part of the court case
in which the commission is claiming the
municipal school districts would racially
resegregate public schools in Shelby
County and violate the equal protection
clause of the U.S. Constitution.
Magistrate Judge Charmiane Claxton
approved the commission’s motion to
compel the state to provide the corre-

spondence after Mays referred the matter
to her. The state has the option of appealing her decision to Mays.
But by pushing back the deadline
for a possible appeal to Mays, the state
seems to be saying another step toward
a hearing of the federal constitutional
claim might scuttle the attempts to settle
and stop the litigation before the case
gets to those claims.
Mays has said in court that the federal
equal protection claim would amount
to a schools desegregation case from the
1960s or 1970s in its scope. It would be
more complex and involve expert witnesses on racial demographics as well
as the intent of legislators and broader
questions about past public education
policy locally as well as statewide.
Mays has also offered no clues to
the parties in the lawsuit about which
way he might rule on the two remaining
state laws governing municipal school
districts. After Mays’ November ruling but
before the first of the mediation sessions
that followed it began, Shelby County
Commission chairman Mike Ritz said he
was certain the suburban leaders would
try to find a way to establish school
districts separate from the consolidated
school system as what would amount to
clusters of charter schools.

jobs under the conversion to the Achievement School District. In the three schools
in Frayser that were part of the initial
group of schools that opened last August,
only 30 percent of the teachers already at
those schools applied. Of that group who
applied, the Achievement School District
offered jobs to 75 percent of them.
“We can’t make a job offer to someone
who doesn’t apply for the job. … I’m hoping that this year with us being a little bit
less unknown – we are little bit more of a
known commodity,” Barbic said.
Barbic also has a new teacher pay plan
of $40,000 for first year teachers, which is
equal what Memphis City Schools pays
first year teachers. By the fifth year, ASD
teachers who perform well could be making $62,500 which is “significantly more”
than a fifth year Memphis City Schools
teacher, Barbic says. And a master teacher
under new teacher performance and merit
pay programs the city school system is
using as well as the achievement school
district, mean Barbic could pay master
teachers up to $90,000 beyond the fifth
year.
“After the really effective teachers have
been identified we want to reward them.
We don’t want to reward them based on
whether they’ve got a masters degree or
Ph.D.,” he said. “We think those things
are only important if they lead to better
outcomes for kids. … It rewards teachers
for performance.”
The charter school operators that are
part of the district have their own pay
scales that are set independent of the
schools run directly by the Achievement
School District. One of the new charter
school operators has been watching how
the Achievement School District worked in
Frayser, an area of focus for Barbic where
he hopes the school district’s focus on
Westside Middle School and Corning and
Frayser Elementary will affect Frayser High
School, the end of the feeder pattern for a
larger set of schools.
“I think the achievement school district has done a good job of engaging the
Frayser community and really partnering
with the Frayser community,” said Allison
Leslie, executive director of the Memphis
region for Aspire Public Schools. “I think
that’s something that we’ll definitely want
to do”
Aspire will run Hanley Elementary
School in Orange Mound next school year
in a single year takeover of a conventional
public school. It is Aspire’s first venture
outside California. The school’s timetable
includes enrolling all of the children now
attending or coming into Hanley by March
2. Students in achievement schools have
the option of transferring to other schools.
Their parents have a choice in being part
of the Achievement School District. Leslie’s
other goal is to have all of the teachers, a
principal and other staff hired by May 1.
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Restaurant Industry Active in 2012
SARAH BAKER | The Memphis News

T

here were new restaurant openings,
expansions and major milestones
celebrated.
Alliances were formed, events were
debuted and, of course, a few joints were
shuttered.
In most respects, 2012 was a banner
year for the Memphis food scene, and
2013 could be even more promising, said
Patrick Reilly, owner of Majestic Grille and
president of the Memphis Restaurant Association.
“I’m really much more optimistic for
this coming year than I was last year,”
Reilly said. “I think that the story we have
now is so much more compelling than it
was even five years ago.”
Memphis welcomed novel concepts to
its food portfolio with Hog and Hominy,
Aldo’s Pizza Pies, Double J Smokehouse
and Saloon, E’s 24 Hour Café, Crazy Noodle, Mulan Asian Bistro, Frida’s Mexican
Restaurante and Low Arts Tea Haven. Bon
Ton Café reopened and Dancing Jimmy’s
filled Pat O’Brien’s space Downtown.

Reilly said his goal for the next two
years as association president is to continue to put Memphis on the national
culinary map.
“If we can get these restaurants that
have opened in the last 12 months, and
then some of these chefs that have been
here for a long time like Erling (Jensen)
and Jose (Gutierrez), we can put together
this cohesive group and try and market
ourselves as a destination,” Reilly said.
“There’s a group of people out here doing
some really fun and creative stuff. With the
farmers and the farmers markets – local
caviar, local beef, local pork – we’re doing
it every bit as good as New York, Boston or
Atlanta.”
What’s more, the Bluff City felt the love
from various national platforms. Memphis restaurants were filmed for “Diners,
Drive-Ins and Dives;” “Food Paradise;”
and “Chuck’s Eat the Street.” Project Green
Fork was featured in The Washington
Times and Felicia Suzanne Willet was invited to cook at the James Beard House in
the Big Apple. Andrew Ticer and Michael
Hudman were nominated for both Food
and Wine magazine’s People’s Choice: Best
New Chef Southeast and also James Beard

Foundation’s Best Chef Southeast award.
Local eateries also expanded their
footprints in 2012. Sakura, Las Delicias,
Mesquite Chop House, Local Gastropub,
Central BBQ and Osaka Japanese Cuisine
all added new stores. Broadway Pizza
bought the building behind the Belmont
Grill for its new East Memphis location
after having a presence on Broad for 35
years. YoLo Frozen Yogurt and Gelato
expanded into the University of Memphis
dining hall and select Malco Theaters.
And Chiwawa Restaurant inched closer to
completing its buildout in the old Chicago
Pizza Factory digs near Overton Square.
Companies growing their kitchens
included Muddy’s Bake Shop, Bluff City
Coffee and Cooper Street 20/20. Rock ‘n’
Dough Pizza sought its first brick-andmortar location following a successful stint
operating a food truck and supplying Trolley Stop Market. Charles Vergos Rendezvous entered FedExForum and Fuel Café’s
veggie burgers were stocked on the shelves
at Whole Foods – which is also in the midst
of adding space for a bigger store.
Meanwhile, national franchises chose
to setting up shop in some of Memphis’
top shopping centers – BGR The Burger

Joint opened in Ridgeway Trace, and deals
were finalized for Taziki’s Mediterranean
Café in Mendenhall Commons and Bar
Louie in Overton Square. Panera Bread
and Five Guys Burgers and Fries began
construction on respective Midtown
stores, both on Union Avenue, and Wingstop opened a Poplar Avenue location near
Perkins Road.
Big anniversaries were observed, as
Felicia Suzanne’s turned 10, Java Cabana
turned 20, Café Ole turned 25, and Molly’s
La Casita turned 30. Memphis hosted a
handful of culinary parties for the first
time – including Cochon 555, Cochon
Heritage BBQ, Southern Foodways Alliance and Best Memphis Burger Festival.
Memphis Food Truck Alliance and a
new nonprofit organization benefiting
under-served hospitality workers called
Serving Memphis were formed. Plans were
executed for Green Girl Produce, Memphis
Made Brewing Co. and High Cotton Brewery. And the Rendezvous and Aldo’s added
delivery services to the 38103 ZIP code.
Memphis also bid farewell to a handful
of classics – Neely’s Bar-B-Cue, Do SushiNoodles, Cockadoos, American Café and
Escape Alley-Sundry.

IN K ED

Exeter Buys West Memphis Warehouse for $15.6M
SARAH BAKER | The Memphis News

P

ennsylvania-based Exeter Property Group has
snatched up the Smucker’s distribution warehouse
in West Memphis for $15.6 million.
The 600,000-square-foot facility was a foreclosed
property from Bank of America, which was selling it
with a year-end anticipated closing, said Matt Brodnik,
Exeter’s director of capital markets.
“We didn’t think there would be as much competition
for such a short closing,” Brodnik said. “We did it as an
all-cash transaction.”
The deal was also appealing because the building’s
tenant, J.M. Smucker Co., is a tenant Exeter has elsewhere in its portfolio. Brodnik said J.M. Smucker Co.’s
lease term runs through March 2015, “so our expectation
is that they would end up staying.”
The Class A facility was built in 2007 on 38 acres
at 3271 Infinity Parkway near the Union Pacific Corp.
intermodal facility in the Crittenden County submarket.
Built in 2007 as the first building of a 5 million-squarefoot warehouse-distribution complex, the facility has a
235-foot truck court, 96 dock high doors and an ESFR
sprinkler system.
Brodnik said Exeter “buys into the West Memphis
story,” even though the park is not fully developed out.
“The proximity to the UP rail yard there is big – we
believe in the growth that’s going to be generated from
it,” Brodnik said. “It’s kind of their end-of-the-line terminal, so it’s one that I know that Smucker’s uses. The labor
pool in West Memphis is very good as well.”
The deal brings the real estate private equity firm’s
total Memphis area footprint to 4.1 million square feet.
Exeter just closed on an 806,000-square-foot building

at 5140 Memphis Oaks Drive and a 300,000-square-foot
facility at 6225 Global Drive from DCT Industrial Trust
Inc. for $10.4 million.
In June, Exeter closed on a 10-building industrial
portfolio from Prologis Inc. for $40 million. And in
December 2011, Exeter bought the 338,000-square-foot
building at 4480 Swinnea Road from TIAA-CREF for
$10.2 million. What’s more, Exeter has two buildings
totaling 1.4 million square feet under agreement. When
that deal closes, Exeter will grow its Memphis portfolio to
5.5 million square feet.
“That’s a good size to have in Memphis. It gives you
kind of a critical mass to see every lease opportunity that
comes to town,” Brodnik said. “We believe in that market
from a distribution perspective – the FedEx hub, obviously, and then the BNSF and UP rail yards.”
Mike Hanrahan and Paul Hilton with Cassidy Turley
in St. Louis co-brokered the Smucker’s deal for Bank of
America, along with Cushman & Wakefield/Commercial
Advisors Asset Services LLC’s Shane Soefker, Jacob Biddle
and Patrick Walton.
Soefker joined Commercial Advisors last fall as
principal of its new Capital Markets division. This
deal marks the first investment sale for the firm’s
new service line, behind a recent equity raise
in Houston. But this deal was distinct in that it
was an accelerated marketing period for the
seller and also a compressed due diligence
period for the buyer.
“That stuff usually takes a while, but we
had everybody working together on this one
to knock it quickly,” Soefker said.
In other commercial real estate
news, Rock ‘n’ Dough Pizza Co. has
started its buildout of the former YoLo

Frozen Yogurt & Gelato’s 1,253-square-foot space next to
Amerigo Italian Restaurant in Loeb Properties Inc.’s Park
Place Centre, 1243 Ridgeway Road.
Rock ‘n’ Dough, owned by Jeremy and Amanda
Denno, is the brand behind Trolley Stop Market’s pizza
offerings and has been operating a food truck at the
Memphis Farmers Market Downtown for two years.
The company was recently featured on the Cooking
Channel’s “Chuck’s Eat the Street,” along with a handful
of other South Main Street-area eateries.
Jeremy Denno said he wants to take the dough part
of the company to another level by using different kinds
of dough.
“The essence of the place is going to be a pizza-bythe-slice joint with fresh and local ingredients, with a
twist on pizza dough,” he said.
Rock ‘n’ Dough’s ingredients for its first brick-andmortar store include wheat and gluten-free crusts,
pretzel dough with a local bratwurst, organic salads with
homemade dressing, and fresh-squeezed drinks such as
strawberry lemonade, orange juice and fruit tea. Pizza
will be offered by the slice individually, as a $10 package
with salad and drink, or whole, and will be available for
delivery or pick up.
Denno said Rock ‘n’ Dough will employ about
20 staff members, including delivery drivers. He
hopes to get the store open by the end of January and that he will “probably be forever connected with Trolley Stop in some rare form.”
When asked if he will keep his food truck
and set up at farmers markets, he quickly
replied, “sure will.”
Send commercial lease announcements to Sarah Baker, who can be
reached at 521-2464 or sbaker@
memphisdailynews.com.
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Corporate Vision: Are Your Sights Too Low?
Bezos occupy the first and second posiCEOs are responsible for
tions. What is surprising is that nine of the
setting the strategic vision and driving
top 10 and 74 percent of the total set were
long-term growth. However, many are
promoted from within the company. Percompensated based on quarterly and
haps there is a greater sense of ownership
annual goals, which can make keeping the
and entrepreneurial
long view in sharp
spirit on the inside
focus challenging.
that is more willing
Incremental moves
to take short-term
to cut costs, improve
risk for longer-term
efficiency and
gains?
extend product lines
As we move into
may yield positive
2013, we encourage
metrics. But is this
JOCELYN ATKINSON
short-term focus
& michael graber you to examine the
let’s grow vision for your comon financial results
pany. Is it too narrow
ultimately harming
and rooted in the near term? A vision like
shareholder value by limiting long-term
this is easier and represents less risk, it
potential?
sets the bar low. Take a look at yourself
In this month’s Harvard Business Retoo. How do you gauge personal success
view, the 100 best performing CEOs were
in your role? This is a hard thing to do if
scored according to the long-term value
the board measures your performance
they created during their tenure. It comes
solely on financial success metrics. As
as no surprise that Steve Jobs and Jeff

CEO, it is difficult to get authentic feedback
from employees who are by nature keenly
focused on protecting their job. Here are
some questions to self-assess:
l Will the vision I have for the company foster strategies that generate significant growth?
l Can every person in the company
clearly link his/her job to the vision?
l Have I hired the talent I need to drive
value for this company?
l Is my team executing growth strategies that move the company forward or
are they succumbing to the tyranny of the
urgent?
l Is too much of my time spent monitoring performance rather than refining
strategy?
l Do we have the bandwidth and
expertise to uncover new innovations and
growth opportunities? How fast can we
bring them to market?
l Is my team made up of “yes” men or

4865 raleigh legrange road
memphis, TN 38128

REAL ESTATE RECAP

Southwind Homewood Suites
Sells for $6.5 Million

County Gate

Rd

ERIC SMITH | The Memphis News

Southwind
Homewood Suites

Hack
s Cro
ss Rd

Rustic Ln

Winchester Rd

3583 hacks cross road • memphis, TN 38125
3583 hacks cross road
memphis, TN 38125
Sale Amount: $6.5 million
Sale Date: Nov. 2, 2012
Buyer: LB-UBS 2007-C6 County Gate Road REO LLC
Seller: Erika R. Barnes, successor trustee
Details: The Homewood Suites by Hilton Southwind at 3583 Hacks Cross Road sold
for $6.5 million in a successor trustee’s deed following a foreclosure.
An entity called LB-UBS 2007-C6 County Gate Road REO LLC – in care of Stamford, Conn.-based Five Mile Capital Partners – bought the property Nov. 2, although
the Shelby County Register of Deeds didn’t process the deed until this week.
Erika R. Barnes of Nashville law firm Stites & Harbison PLLC served as successor
trustee. The lender appointed her as successor trustee after the hotel’s Memphisbased ownership group defaulted on a $10 million loan.
A first-run foreclosure notice that ran in The Daily News in October showed Nonconnah Suites LLC took out the loan through Lehman Brothers Bank in 2007.
Built in 2002, the 80,008-square-foot Homewood Suites is on 4.4 acres on the west
side of Hacks Cross north of Winchester Road, across from FedEx Express’ World
Headquarters. The Shelby County Assessor of Property’s 2012 appraisal of the hotel is
$6.3 million.

Sale Amount: $5.2 million
Sale Date: Dec. 18, 2012
Buyer: Avery Park Apartments Utah
LLC
Seller: U.S. Housing Partners VII LP
Loan Amount: $4.1 million
Loan Date: Dec. 18, 2012
Maturity Date: Dec. 17, 2014
Lender: Arbor Realty SR Inc.
Details: An affiliate of Salt Lake
City-based Property Asset Management Inc. has paid $5.2 million for
the Avery Park Apartments at 4865
Raleigh LaGrange Road in Raleigh.
The entity, Avery Park Apartments Utah LLC, bought the 231unit complex in a Dec. 18 special
warranty deed from U.S. Housing
Partners VII LP.
That company acquired the
property, then known as Covington
Crossing Apartments, for $4.8 million in 2006 from Alliance PP LP.
Built in 1974, the Class C multifamily complex contains 203,326
square feet and sits on 15.37 acres
on the south side of Raleigh LaGrange, a little west of Covington
Pike.
The Shelby County Assessor of
Property’s 2012 appraisal is $3.5
million.
In conjunction with the purchase, Avery Park Apartments Utah
filed a $4.1 million loan through
Arbor Realty SR Inc.
Paul Montgomery signed the
trust deed as president of Property
Asset Management, the manager of
the buying entity.
It’s the second real estate transaction in recent weeks for the Utah
company.
Last month the company filed
a $4.3 million loan on the 114-unit

do I have senior executives that are true
strategic advisers?
Regardless of how you answered the
questions above, raise the bar and hold
yourself to higher standards in 2013. Take
on an entrepreneurial mindset and set an
aggressive long-term vision.
Get rid of the “yes” man mentality and
don’t deceive yourself solely with shortterm metrics. Strong vision and effective
strategy drive the financial results everyone wants.
Be on the lookout for a culture of resisting change because it represents work
that no one has time to complete, and the
vision may never manifest. If the vision
never manifests you have not really done
your job.
Jocelyn Atkinson and Michael Graber
run the Southern Growth Studio, a strategic
growth firm based in Memphis. Visit www.
southerngrowthstudio.com to learn more.

Village of Sycamore Ridge apartment complex, a property it bought
in 2011.
6065 poplar ave.
memphis, TN 38103
Permit Cost: $1.3 million
Project Cost: $1.3 million
Permit Date: Applied December
2012
Completion: Fall 2013
Owner: Highwoods Properties Inc.
Tenant: Darden Concepts Inc.
Details: Orlando, Fla.-based
Darden Concepts Inc. has filed a
$1.3 million permit application with
the city-county Office of Construction Code Enforcement to build The
Capital Grille on an outparcel of the
Crescent Center in East Memphis.
An address of 6065 U.S. 72
(Poplar Avenue) is listed for the
8,946-square-foot Capital Grille,
which will be built in front of the
Crescent Center’s attached garage
along Poplar.
Darden last month filed a $1.7
million permit for another restaurant, Seasons 52, that will also be
built on a Crescent Center outparcel.
That permit listed an address
6085 Poplar Ave. for Seasons 52, a
9,231-square-foot restaurant to rise
at the corner of Poplar and Ridgeway Road.
Crescent Center owner Highwoods Properties Inc., which is
listed on the permit, bought the
landmark East Memphis office
tower for $52.6 million in 2010, the
largest deal in years.
The Land Use Control Board
unanimously approved the additions to the property in April.
Both restaurants are scheduled
to open in fall 2013.
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Year-End
Reminiscing
There was some reminiscing going on
the other day. It was late December, and there
wasn’t much else to do around the courthouse.
Something about being in the courthouse causes
the reminiscing to go in a certain direction; to wit:
sworn testimony.
Someone recalled an insurance case in which a
witness was asked, “Did you have any conversations
with Jill about this $16,000 check?” The witness
thought it over and replied bluntly: “Let’s put it this
way. I had limited access to Jill after she died. Her
attorney kept her out of the meetings.”
Another remembered
the following exchange,
right in some old courtroom somewhere. From
a criminal case in state
court:
Question: “Mary Frances, tell the judge what
happened that Saturday
VIC FLEMING night, about the fight and
I SWEAR all, and how you came to
get stabbed in the fracas.”
Answer: “Oh, I wasn’t stabbed in the fracas, I
was stabbed just above the fracas.”
That brought to someone else’s mind a federal
civil action in which the defendant’s breakwater dike
on the river was allegedly not in accordance with
government specifications.
“Was there ever an occasion,” the defendant’s
lawyer began, “when any representative from the
government actually made positive comments
about your breakwater dike?”
Answer: “Uh, no. But then I never had a cop pull
me over
and compliment
Fleming’s weekly puzzle Page 27
me on my
driving,
either.”
One of the earlier reminiscers then remembered
a deposition in which the following exchange occurred:
Q: “Is it true that Mr. James talks to himself
whenever he’s alone?”
A: “I don’t know. I’ve never been with Mr. James
when he was alone.”
(Ouch! My brain.) This led to a recollection
regarding testimony given by a recently naturalized
citizen, doing the best he could not to resort to his
native tongue.
Q: “Why didn’t you file your tax return for 1990?”
A: “There is a reason for it.”
Q: “I figured there was. That’s why I’m asking.
What is the reason?”
A: “I did not receive my 10-W-40.”
The others looked at me. I’d been enjoying their
reminiscences too much and not contributing. So, I
chimed in with this brief exchange, from a sentencing hearing:
Q: “How do you make a living when you are not
in jail?”
A: “Stealing.”
Q: “That’s what got you in this trouble in the first
place, isn’t it?”
A: “Yeah. I ain’t very good at it.”
Happy New Year! 2013 marks “I Swear’s” 20th
year in print. It will be a much better year if each of
you sends me an entertaining story I might print as
part of a column.

I Swear Crossword

Vic Fleming is a district court judge in Little
Rock, Ark., where he also teaches at the William H.
Bowen School of Law. Contact him at vicfleming@
att.net.

m e m p h i s L a w Ta l k

Babaoglu Driven
To Help Others
Find American Dream
richard j. alley | Special to The Memphis News

Thomason Hendrix lawyer naturally turned to immigration law

B

eing of Azerbaijan descent
and born in Milan, Italy, Rehim Babaoglu of Thomason
Hendrix Harvey Johnson & Mitchell PLLC, preaches the American
dream from his pulpit high above
Main Street as an immigration
lawyer.
He tells the story of a 5-year-old
boy in 1951: “I was on a boat and it
was coming into New York Harbor,
people were being called on deck
and I couldn’t understand what all
the fuss was about. I go up on deck
and there, in the fog-shrouded harbor, is the Statue of Liberty.”
It was, he said, “the penultimate
immigrant experience” and is one
he has carried with him throughout
his life.
He grew up in coldwater
tenement flats in Newark, N.J., a
fictional yet very true-to-life setting
for “The Sopranos.”
“I used to shine shoes as a kid
in bookie joints, they were on every
corner,” Babaoglu said.
Babaoglu’s father spoke eight
languages and worked distributing
international music records.
But the younger Babaoglu went
to college at Rutgers University,
originally with plans to be a dentist,
yet ending up with majors in Russian language and history.
His work as a probation officer
after graduation taught him that
there was too low of a ceiling in
government work.
And, while observing attorneys
in court, Babaoglu said, “I can do
better than that.”
It was the dean of the Rutgers
Law School who suggested studying
at the University of Memphis Cecil
C. Humphreys School of Law.
“Lots of Jersey boys were coming
down here and going back to Jersey
and passing the bar, and they were
successful,” Babaoglu said.
But he stayed in Memphis after
graduating in 1974, recognizing the
city as a great place to raise kids and
preferring the milder weather to the
winters of the Northeast.
Babaoglu went to work for the
firm of Crislip & Blount for four
years before taking a teaching job
for third-year law students at his
alma mater.
From there Babaoglu went to
work for Farris, Hancock, Gilman,
Lanier & Hellen for a couple of years

babaoglu
before branching out with his own
practice.
After practicing general law for
years – personal injury, jury trials,
federal trials, criminal trials – Babaoglu eventually settled into a
calling he seemed destined for: immigration law.
“Over the years, I guess it’s
because of my unusual last name,
other lawyers thought I knew something about immigration law, so
they would refer cases to me and it
just snowballed to the point where
now I do it 100 percent of the time,”
he said.
It’s an area he is intimately familiar with and one he loves delving
into every day.
“It’s a people practice, it’s not
shuffling papers,” Babaoglu said.
“I enjoy dealing face to face with
people, I find them fascinating. I’ve
represented generals, criminals,
scientists, teachers, businessmen …
people seeking asylum from all parts
of the world.”
Babaoglu joined Thomason Hendrix in 2000 and is now head of the
immigration law section, a group
that is looked to by attorneys from
around the country.
“We don’t get the easy cases, the
‘ham-and-eggers’,” Babaoglu said.
“We get the difficult cases, we get
the referrals from other immigration lawyers, from agencies, Catholic
Charities, non-governmental organizations, as well as pro bono.”
Babaoglu has taken special satis-

faction recently
from his work
with Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals.
The organziation was created by the Justice
Department for
children brought
in years ago by
their parents
illegally.
Now as teenagers, they are
unable to obtain
Social Security
numbers, can’t
work and can’t
go to college.
The program allows the
children to get
two-year authorization to stay in the
U.S. with a Social Security number
and driver’s license.
It also affords them the ability
to go to college, work and join the
military.
“I love working with the young
kids,” Babaoglu said. “They’re getting a chance to finish, they’re not
limited and they can get a college
degree, it’s just so good to see; these
kids are really talented.”
Far from his boyhood home
in New Jersey, Babaoglu and wife
Lydia have raised two children – a
daughter, Lara Reynolds, and a son,
Christopher – in Memphis.
Even farther from the land of his
father whose brothers were killed
by the Soviet Union’s Joseph Stalin,
Babaoglu works to help others gain a
safe place to raise a family and make
a living.
It is complex, detailed and immensely rewarding work.
“To give people opportunities
here in this country, it’s gratifying
when you win an asylum case for
some Russians from Kazakhstan
who were discriminated against
there in that country and the father’s
an engineer, the mother’s a teacher,
they’ve got two young kids, and
they can contribute so much to our
country,” Babaoglu said.
“My clients are ambitious,
they’ve got drive and initiative, and
they appreciate the opportunity in
the United States that some Americans don’t appreciate.”
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M e m p h i s STANDO U T

Hubbard Brings Energy to MAAR Role
sarah baker | The Memphis News

R

egina Hubbard first got involved
with the Memphis Area Association
of Realtors because she wanted to
learn from the group’s positivity and teamoriented environment.
That was 17 years ago after she left
corporate America to pursue a career
in residential real estate brokerage.
Now, she’s president of the association,
directing its membership with the same
philosophy that drew her there in the first
place.
“The biggest thing for me is to create
this valuable team to get as many people
as possible involved in leadership,” Hubbard said. “Because when we grow that
leadership base, we are so much more
successful in everything that we do.”
Now a trainer at ERA Legacy, Hubbard
transitioned into the real estate business
after her husband’s success with Lester
Hubbard Realtors. She quickly learned
the ropes of the industry through MAAR’s
many committees, where she saw “how
the system works.”
She has chaired the Realtors Political
Action Committee, meeting fundraising
goals during a down period, and also the
Governmental Affairs Committee, which
she says is still “very near and dear to

HUBBARD
(her) heart.” Both teams work to inform
MAAR’s members about market conditions and best practices.
“I am a great proponent of education,”
Hubbard said. “People need to understand why it’s important and what does it
do for your business. I don’t think we can
do enough because things are constantly
changing in our industry.”
Hubbard has three goals for her 12
months in office as MAAR president. The
first is to instill quality in every aspect of
what the trade organization does.
“I don’t care what type of function it
is, we want to make sure that we’re doing
it in a very quality way – that we’re giving

our best to our members, and also to our
consumers,” she said.
Next is to work at exceeding members’ expectations and to show them
that they’re valued. Hubbard said MAAR
recently conducted focus groups to gather
input from the different segments of its
membership base to aid in this effort.
Finally, Hubbard wants to create a
dynamic team in order to achieve success
throughout the year.
“We have a great core of members
who are professionals,” Hubbard said.
“This is what we do for our living – we’re
not just in it for the short-term. We grow
our skills, we work in what we do, and we
give the absolute best to our public.”
Hubbard has done business all over
the city of Memphis during her tenure in
real estate. Her preference is first-time
homebuyers, although over the past few
years her business included short sales,
foreclosures, buyers and sellers “because
the market was so tight.”
“I think that first-time homebuyers are the foundation of our real estate
market,” Hubbard said. “The more people
we get into that first home, the better the
market becomes. And it’s so important
that the initial contact that they have with
a real estate professional is positive and
very professional.”
Hubbard predicts continued small
increments of improvement in the market

The Top Selling Real Estate Agents in
Shelby County use Chandler Reports.
Chandler Reports has been the leading provider of premium real estate data in
Memphis and Shelby County for over 40 years.
Our professional property reports arm you with the information you need to win
listings and close sales.
• Customizable Sales Comparables
• Detailed Property Reports with Photos
• Professional and Customizable Report Formats
• 10 Years of Assessor Data
• Extensive Foreclosure Data
• 40 Years of Sales History
• Building Permits
• Interactive Mapping Tools
• Complimentary Market Trend Reports
• Mobile Account Access
• Free Data and Technical Support
• And Much More!

Trust the resource that your peers have relied for years.
Call 901-528-5273 or email
wendy@chandlerreports.com today to
learn how Chandler Reports can help
you be more successful!

during 2013. But because the housing
industry didn’t get to its current state
overnight, the recovery will be modest.
“The consumers are feeling more positive about the economy and about where
we are. Even though we almost fell off the
fiscal cliff, people still feel more upbeat,”
Hubbard said. “The unemployment rate
has continued to decline, and as far as the
housing industry is concerned, I think we
are near or close to bottom. But everything will be at a slower pace.”
Besides MAAR, Hubbard is involved
with the Tennessee Women’s Council of
Realtors.
Last year during her presidency, the
chapter was recognized as the National
Chapter of the Year for its accomplishments – the first time that a chapter in
Tennessee received the honor.
Hubbard also spends time with the
National Association of Real Estate Brokers, a minority trade group. And when
she’s not wearing her real estate hat,
she’s active in her church’s youth group
program and the Church Health Center
Wellness, a medical fitness facility.
“With the little time I have left over, I
try to make it fun and spread it around,”
Hubbard said.
Hubbard will be inaugurated as
MAAR’s 2013 president Friday, Jan. 18, at
the Holiday Inn University of Memphis,
3700 Central Ave., at 6 p.m.

DO YOU?
“My team and I have been using
Chandler Reports for over 15 years
now. I can truthfully say that the
Chandler Report has been an
invaluable tool for me both in getting
the listing as well as in preparing and
negotiating offers. Chandler allows
me to have accurate information
and as they say, Knowledge is Power.
Thank You Chandler Reports.”
Judy McLellan, The JudyMac Team,
Crye-Leike Realtors
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Getting More
Organized
It’s that time of year. People are
thinking about getting more organized. As a
consultant who occasionally helps people follow up on such thoughts, I’ve found that your
beliefs make all the difference in the world if
you want to get organized. Here are five false
beliefs and five true beliefs that you must
consider if you are serious about getting
organized. Let’s begin with the false beliefs:
False Belief 1: Being busy always means
I am productive. Not so according to brain
experts and researchers. When
you are busy or
overloaded, it
is very easy to
confuse frenetic
motion with conchris cRouch structive action.
False Belief
SMART STUFF
4 WORK 2: Everything I
do matters and
the 80/20 Principle does not apply to me.
When you are unorganized, you are most
likely to get 80 percent of your results from
20 percent of your efforts. In other words, 80
percent of what you are doing probably does
not matter.
False Belief 3: Multitasking is possible
and is a positive trait. According to “The Myth
of Multitasking,” there is no such thing as
multitasking. It would be more accurate to
call such behavior switchtasking – and the
switching back and forth between and among
tasks absolutely kills productivity.
False Belief 4: Consistently overloading and overscheduling are acts of rational
humans. Not so. The flow of time operates
similar to the flow of liquid and you can’t pour
a gallon of liquid into a quart jar. It is highly
irrational to try and consistently do so.
False Belief 5: Gadgets are more important than habits. Most people select organizing gadgets and then try to form habits to
support their use. That’s backwards. Select
appropriate habits first and then consider if
you need any gadgets to support the habit.
Now, for the true beliefs:
True Belief 1: You must disrupt your current, and often cherished, beliefs to learn new
things. No new learning takes place and no
lasting change in behavior occurs unless you
disrupt some of your current beliefs.
True Belief 2: Being organized is primarily about personal choices. Every choice you
make through the day moves you toward
or away from being more organized. Simply
make more of the former and less of the latter choices.
True Belief 3: Being organized should
not be too difficult. Once you have simple
systems set up in your work environment and
form a few simple habits, it is much easier
to be organized than disorganized. Being
organized is, in effect, choosing the easy way
to live.
True Belief 4: It is OK to give yourself
permission to focus on one thing at a time.
Focus only on that for a moment!
True Belief 5: Solving problems require
that you think differently.
OK, I’ll admit that true belief 1 and 5 are
very similar. That comes under the heading
of “repetition is the key to success.” Both of
these beliefs relate to the most important
concept you must ultimately embrace if you
want to get more organized.

S m a l l- B u s i n e s s S p o t l i g h t

Store Keeps Women in Form
erinn figg | Special to The Memphis News

T

he realm of the professional bra
fitter is a delicate one. In this
landscape of lace, silk, tiny hooks
and feminine lingo, you could find
yourself dancing around unintentional
puns like landmines. During a professional conversation (or a business publication interview), phrases like “supportive work environment,” “boost in
sales” and “uplifting outlook” become a
little awkward. Sometimes, despite best
intentions, you can’t help but blush,
giggle or make an occasional bad joke.
No worries. After nearly four decades in business, A Fitting Place owners Sandra Lehman and Marcia Scheuner have heard and seen it all. They’re not
easily fazed by flustered, demanding
or skittish customers. Along with their
daughters Melinda Durham and Janet
Scheuner, the team is firmly resolved
– no pun intended – to continue their
mission of changing lives through properly fitted foundation garments.
“Helping the customers has always
been my favorite part of this job,”
Lehman said. “Often someone will
come in who is so uncomfortable or big
that she’s miserable. Once we put her in
the proper bra, you see this huge transformation because she feels so much
better. We’ve had women hug us, send
us flowers, bake us cakes – it’s really
rewarding to know you’ve made such a
difference in someone’s life.”
Since its 1974 beginnings, A Fitting Place has expanded and moved
four times. From an original staff of
two – Lehman and Scheuner – in a
600-square-foot shop in the former Germantown Village Square enclosed mall,
the business has evolved to its current
staff of 12 in a 10,000-square-foot space
at the Regalia Shopping Center (6150
Poplar Ave.) in East Memphis. They
have tens of thousands of bras in stock.
The massive inventory is necessary,
Scheuner said, since about 95 percent
of the store’s customers walk in wearing

Photo: Lance Murphey

Marcia Scheuner, from left, Janet Scheuner, Belinda Durham and Sandra Lehman
are co-owners of A Fitting Place, at 6150 Poplar Ave. in Regalia Shopping Center.

the wrong size or style for their body
types. But tape measures, cup sizes
and cleavage consultations are just one
part of this business. The two women
originally started A Fitting Place to fill a
medical void.
“Marcia had a mastectomy, and
there was no place to get bras fitted
that wasn’t a surgical supply house. So
we started with mastectomy products,
and we had so many women coming in.
There was a huge need there,” Lehman
said.
A Fitting Place carries one of the
largest selections of mastectomy products in the Mid-South, a responsibility
that comes with high industry standards
and ongoing education requirements.
They hold accreditation by the international Board of Certification/Accreditation, an independent, not-for-profit
agency that sets rigorous guidelines for
practitioners and suppliers of orthotic
and prosthetic care and durable medical equipment. They also are accredited
by Medicare and the American Association of Breast Care Professionals.
“Prosthetics have come such a long
way. My first surgery was 45 years ago,
and back then there was only one type
of prosthesis available – it was pink

with a lace cover, and basically you just
had to wear it and like it. Now, we have
more than 50 different prostheses with
a variety of shapes, including partials
and shells,” Scheuner said. “It makes
women feel better. A mastectomy is
mental surgery as well as physical
surgery. Everyone makes such a big deal
about women’s breasts and suddenly
you’ve got one or none. It can be hard to
handle.”
Breast cancer developments are
among several milestones that dot the
women’s careers. One memorable incident was when Oprah Winfrey featured
the Le Mystére lingerie line on her show.
“We had carried it for years, and
suddenly after that Oprah show aired
it seemed like everyone in the city was
here buying that bra. Women would
dash in and grab them without even trying them on,” Lehman said.
Like every business, A Fitting Place
has had its ups and downs, but it’s holding its own during a tight economy.
“Lately we’ve had our good days and
our bad days,” Scheuner said. “Maybe
people aren’t buying as many bras as
they used to, but we have many customers that are extremely loyal and we really
appreciate them.”
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Newsmakers

McLaughlin Joins Inferno as Copywriter
Kate Simone | The Memphis News

Trish McLaughlin has joined inferno as senior copywriter. In her
new role, McLaughlin supervises the copywriting department, pairing up
writers with art directors and project teams, and reviewing copy.
Hometown: Chapel Hill, N.C.
Education and work experience:
With a bachelor’s degree in English
from Appalachian State University and
a tour of duty in Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s schools teaching English and
journalism, I converted my love for the
inverted pyramid into a public relations job with a Charlotte ad agency.
My favorite assignment was meeting
Kurt Russell at his hotel suite at 6 in
the morning (don’t ask). When my
catchy new release headlines caught
the creative director’s attention, he
suggested I consider a career as a
copywriter. “What’s a copywriter?” I
asked.
Who has had the greatest influence
on you? Professionally speaking, that
would by my first boss when I started
in public relations, Kathy Reynolds.
She was a wonderful editor and coach.
I think I got three years of training that

first year. Even 25 years later, she’s
still a great friend.
What are your goals? Right now I’m
assessing the talent, examining processes and getting to know the personalities. I’ve worked in agencies in
the U.S. and Europe, with huge multinationals such as Philips and tiny startups. So my goal would be to determine
how I can further enhance inferno’s
already outstanding creative product,
client satisfaction and internal culture.
What is your greatest accomplishment? When I was in my late 30s and
recently divorced, I took a job in Holland working as a writer at an agency
with offices throughout Europe. I
didn’t speak Dutch. I didn’t have any
friends or family there. I had to start
from scratch and rely totally on myself.
I stayed nearly five years. Then I returned to the U.S. with an exotic import
– my husband, Paul van Son.

THE COMMUNITY

MEMPHIS THIS MORNING
with CHRIS WADE
Monday – Friday 6:00 am – 8:00 am

OWN YOUR OWN SHOW

Anne Dugan has joined inferno as traffic manager. In the
role, Dugan manages day-today operations of the agency’s
traffic department and oversees internal workflow in all departments.
Dr. Richard Sweigard has
been selected as dean of the
Herff College of Engineering
at The University of Memphis.
Sweigard, who will take the
post June 1, has been the associate dean of engineering for
administration and academic
affairs at the University of Kentucky.
AOC LLC has promoted several executives in its sales and
marketing department: Fletcher Lindberg has been named
vice president, marketing;
Emilio Oramas, vice president,
U.S. and Canada sales; and
Brian Parker, vice president,
global business.

VOICE OF
MEMPHIS

Start your day right with Chris Wade! He has you covered from
traffic on the 9's, weather from Channel 3's Todd Demers, all
the way to the latest local and national news from CBS....Plus,
good news from "Inside Memphis", Market Watch, Consumer
Reports, Charles Osgood, and more! On air, on line, and on
target with Memphis.

MCLAUGHLIN

LISTEN LIVE
kwam990.com

Have a passion & want to share it with the Mid-South?
Call us @ 901.261.4200 ext. 228.

Kirk Caraway, partner at
Allen, Summers, Simpson, Lillie & Gresham PLLC, has been
selected by Law & Politics
magazine as a Super Lawyer in
labor and employment. In addition, Caraway was selected
by American Lawyer Media as
one of Tennessee’s Top-Rated
Lawyers.
Christian Brothers University has named two new
members to its board of trustees: Louis F. “Bo” Allen Jr.,
executive vice president, First
Tennessee Bank; and Stephen
L. Waechter, vice president of
business operations and chief
financial officer at ARINC Inc.
John Hensley has joined Allen, Summers, Simpson, Lillie
& Gresham PLLC as member.
Hensley is a graduate of The
University of Memphis Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law and
formerly clerked at Allen Summers.

Avoid These
Seven Deadly
Sales Sins
Whether you call it sales, business
development or fundraising, bringing in new
customers or donors is essential to your organization’s growth. After all, “nothing happens
until a sale is made,” as the late founder of IBM,
Thomas Watson, so prolifically stated.
To make sure your team is on a path for
sustained growth, avoid these seven deadly
sales sins.
Assuming great work equates to loyalty:
Don’t mistake a paying customer for a loyal
one. Perceptions of
value can vary
between vendor and
customer. If in doubt
about the unwavering
loyalty of your customers, ask what else
you could be doing to
exceed expectations.
Assuming clients
Lori turnerwilson will refer you: Your
guerrilla sales
and marketing customers aren’t
likely to refer you of
their own accord despite their satisfaction with
your work. Instead, take your client to lunch a
couple times a year to see just how happy they
are and inquire about their changing business
needs. Not only does this present up-sell opportunity, but it’s an ideal time to brainstorm
about possible referral candidates.
Not building bench strength: Investing all of
your time in a single relationship at an organization is risky. If your contact moves on, you
could be at the mercy of a new manager wanting to make his mark with new partnerships.
Savvy sales reps develop “bench strength” in
their customer relationships.
Not understanding the decision-making
process: Even veteran sales reps can be timid
in inquiring about a prospect’s decision-making process and those who may influence the
purchase decision. Your time is valuable, and
you have every right to ask these questions
early on.
Discounting without cause: If discounting is your go-to sales strategy, you’re telling
prospects you lack confidence in your offering.
If you are competitively priced, have demonstrated your value, and have built trust with
a prospect, deep discounting shouldn’t be
necessary. If needed, find a small concession
and be sure to explain why you’re making it so
it is understood this isn’t a typical occurrence
(e.g., reduction in project scope, investment in
future relationship).
Only calling when you need something:
Be sure you’re not only calling prospects
for sales reasons. You’re in the relationshipbuilding business and good relationships aren’t
one-sided. Read the news and follow your
prospect’s industry. Keep tabs on what their
competitors are doing. Or consider inviting
your prospect to a networking or educational
event that they’ll find beneficial.
Assuming you’re born with sales skills: Selling is a learned skill. It requires effort, discipline
and a lot of practice – like anything worth
mastering. It also requires failure for improvement. So embrace the “no” as a gift toward
your development.
Lori Turner-Wilson is an award-winning
columnist and managing partner of RedRover
Sales & Marketing, www.redrovercompany.com.
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Local Politicians Split on Fiscal Cliff Bill
BILL DRIES | The Memphis News

T

here was only one vote for the
American Taxpayer Relief bill
Tuesday, Jan. 1, among the nine
Tennesseans who represent the state in the
U.S. House of Representatives.
U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen, D-Memphis,
said he wasn’t happy with all of the agreement but voted for it because of the tax
cuts it maintained.
A few hours after the House vote, Cohen posted a banner on his Facebook page
reading “Your voices were heard. Congress
voted to extend middle-class tax cuts.”
“This isn’t a perfect deal but it’s the
deal we got,” Cohen said on the House
floor before the vote, adding later that he

would have preferred an income threshold
of $200,000 to $250,000 in the legislation.
The amount in the legislation is twice that.
“My district can’t afford to wait a few
days and have the stock market go down
300 points tomorrow if we don’t get together and do something,” Cohen added
in his floor remarks.
The only other Democrat in the Tennessee delegation to the House, Jim Cooper of Nashville, voted against the fiscal
cliff legislation.
“No real spending cuts. No real deficit
reduction. No acknowledgement of America’s out-of-control national debt,” Cooper
said after the vote. “This is a popular vote
today, but it will harm America in the long
run. It is good to see a return to bipartisanship, but not when it makes our fiscal
problems worse.”

»

happenings
WKNO-TV will host Downton Abbey Tea for Three
to celebrate the show’s season three launch
Saturday, Jan. 5, at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. at the WKNO
studios, 7151 Cherry Farms Road. The event will
include a screening of the first hour of the new
season and refreshments donated by John’s
Pantry. Tickets are free, but seating is limited. Visit
wkno.org or call 458-2521.

» Community
Memphis Mayor A C Wharton Jr. will present
the State of the City address at the Kiwanis
Club of Memphis meeting Wednesday, Jan.
9, from noon to 1 p.m. at The University Club
of Memphis, 1346 Central Ave. Cost is $18 for
nonmembers. R.S.V.P. to bethhaag@comcast.
net.
Rhodes College and Christian Brothers
University will commemorate the life and work
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Thursday, Jan. 10,
at 1 p.m. in the Spain Auditorium at CBU, 650
East Parkway S. Civil rights activist Ann Sullivan
will speak, and the Memphis Police Department
Peacemakers will sing. Visit rhodes.edu or cbu.
edu.
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art will hold
screenings of the British Arrows Awards Friday,
Jan. 11, at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. at the museum, 1930 Poplar Ave. Tickets, which include
admission to Brooks’ Mod Party from 7:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m., are $25 for members of the museum or the Memphis Advertising Federation
and $30 for nonmembers. Additional screenings are Saturday, Jan. 12, and Sunday, Jan. 13,
at 2 p.m. Cost is $6 for members and $8 for
nonmembers. Visit brooksmuseum.org.
Rhodes College and Christian Brothers
University will host a day of service, part of the
2013 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday Celebration series, Saturday, Jan. 12, from 9 a.m.
at 1 p.m. in the McCallum Ballroom at Rhodes
College, 2000 North Parkway. Visit rhodes.edu

or cbu.edu.ted. Visit wkno.org or call 458-2521.

» the arts
POTS@TheWorks will present “The Left Hand
Singing” Friday, Jan. 4, through Jan 27 at
TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Ave. Visit playhouseonthesquare.org for times and tickets.
Germantown Performing Arts Centre will
host the Russian National Ballet Theatre’s
performance of “Cinderella” Sunday, Jan. 6, at
3 p.m. at GPAC, 1801 Exeter Road. Buy tickets
at gpacweb.com.
Christian Brothers University will host an
opening reception for the Mid-South Woodturners Guild’s woodturning collection Friday,
Jan. 11, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Beverly & Sam Ross Gallery in Plough Memorial
Library on the CBU campus, 650 East Parkway
S. The exhibit runs through Feb. 3. Visit cbu.edu
or midsouthwoodturners.com.
Eclectic Eye will host an opening reception for
Faces by Cornelius Carter Friday, Jan. 11, from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in its showroom, 242 S. Cooper
St. Carter’s impressionistic paintings depict
19th and 20th century pop and music icons. It
runs through Feb. 27. Visit eclectic-eye.com.
Gallery Ten Ninety One will hosts the exhibit
“A Minute and a Half of Summer: Ninety Miniatures by Mary Norman,” at the gallery, 7151
Cherry Farms Road in WKNO Digital Media
Center, through Jan. 17. Call 458-2521.

U.S. Rep Stephen Fincher of Frog
Jump, a Republican whose district now
includes parts of Shelby County and East
Memphis, voted against the bill.
Meanwhile, both of Tennessee’s
Republican senators voted for the fiscal
cliff package. U.S. Sen. Bob Corker called
it “legislation to rescue 99 percent of the
American people from a tax rate increase.”
U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee said that the agreement “rescues
99 percent of Americans from individual
and estate tax increases in 2013, and then
makes these lower rates permanent, providing certainty and creating jobs.”
Like Corker, Alexander cautioned that
Congress has not resolved the debt ceiling
debate and other longer-term fiscal issues.
“The Medicare fiscal cliff is still ahead
of us,” he said noting that he and Corker
have a proposal to deal with “out-ofcontrol spending that will soon bankrupt
the programs seniors rely on to pay their
medical bills.”
The Corker-Alexander proposal would
reduce the growth of spending on Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security by nearly $1 trillion and Congress would, in turn,
approve a request from the White House
for a $1 trillion increase in the debt ceiling.
Corker was adamant that the cuts
would improve the solvency of all three
programs.
He said the proposal would “structur-

ally reform Medicare, keeping traditional
Medicare in place and competing side by
side with private options so that seniors
can choose the health care plan that works
best for them.”
“Medicare can’t survive when the average working couple retiring at age 65 continues to receive $3 in benefits for every
$1 they pay into the program during their
lifetimes,” Corker added. “It is dishonest
for Washington to cover up the true cost
of the government services it delivers. No
one wants to talk about this. But unless we
act, at some point these programs will go
bankrupt and services will disappear.”
Before the votes, President Barack
Obama said on the NBC-TV program
“Meet The Press” that he had offered $1
trillion in additional spending cuts to avert
the fiscal cliff. Corker called on Obama to
be more specific about those cuts.
In the U.S. Senate roll call at 1 a.m. CST
Tuesday, Arkansas Democrat Mark Pryor
and Republican John Boozman voted
for the compromise. So did Mississippi
Republican Sens. Thad Cochran and Roger
Wicker. In the Mississippi House delegation, North Mississippi Republican Alan
Nunnellee voted against the bill and North
Mississippi Democrat Bennie Thompson
voted for the bill.
Eastern Arkansas Republican House
member Rick Crawford voted against the
legislation.
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Week of 12/24/12 - 12/30/12

crosswords

The Weekly
Crossword

Edited by Margie E. Burke

The Weekly Crossword

ACROSS
1 Pass by, as time
6 Toward the
rudder
9 Charley horse,
e.g.
14 Earthy pigment
15 Take notice of
16 Hair reddener
17 Chilled
18 Bus rider, e.g.
20 Soccer legend
21 Heated conflict
22 Woodland
animals
23 Part of FDA:
Abbr.
25 Sudden
commotion
27 Type of equation
29 Online message
31 Not quite right
32 Daredevil's
asset
34 Old Venetian
coin
38 Hightail it
40 Loud racket
42 Nothing more
than
43 Contract details
45 Barely enough
47 Sargasso, for
one
48 Bathroom fixture, for some
50 Feudal servant
52 Aim high
55 Largest artery
56 Louver part
57 Suspect's story
60 Nuclear energy
source
63 Nicaragua's
neighbor
65 Voice a view
66 Aquatic mammal
67 Encountered
68 Special
influence
69 Over yonder
70 Poem of praise
71 Past or present

1

2

3

4

by Margie E. Burke
5

6

7

14

15

17

18

23

29

28

38
43

33

48
53

41

36

37

61

62

42
46

49

47

50

51

55

54

56

57

63

35

26

34

45

44

13

30

40

39

12

22
25

32

11

19

58

59

60
65

64

66

67

68

69

70

71
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DOWN
30 Flat-topped hill
51 Office fastener
1 Roller coaster
33 Jack's love in
52 High-class tie
feature
"Titanic"
53 Slow mover
2 Skin condition
35 Discontinuance 54 Wallpaper goo
3 Fool around
36 Geometric
55 Taper off
measure
4 Officially
58 VIP's transport
withdraw
37 Blue-green color 59 Type of tea
5 Before, in
39 Make resentful
61 Our treat
poems
41 Poetic ending
62 Dole (out)
6 Colorado ski
44 Military address 64 ___ we there
spot
yet?
46 Seasoned sailor
7 Tour de force
49 Letter opener
65 World Series mo.
8 Reason to cram
Answer to Last Week's Crossword
9 Ship's pronoun
10 Metronome part
P R E S T O
C H A F F S
11 The Hulk's
P R E V A I L
R E G U L A R
catalyst
E M I R A T E
R O M A N C E
12 Dirty look
A N O D E
A F T
N O R I A
13 Tie the knot
O N A I R
R E A D
N O D E
19 Napper's spot
C U E
O R D I N A L
U T E
21 Squad-car
E N L A R G E R
D I A P E R
sound
L I A R
D I B S
24 "The Running
S P L E E N
R E C E P T O R
A R E
L I T E R A L
E R E
___" (1987)
of 12/24/12
C R E E L
T E A S
L E -I 12/30/12
S
Tupperware
top
26Week
I S S U E
A L L
B U T T E
27 Artist's quarters
I C E S H O W
S L U M M E D
28 Up to nothing
H E R O I N E
C A N K E R S
29 Throw out, as a
Y E S T E R
T R E S S Y
tenant

Sudoku

Edited by Margie E. Burke
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Difficulty : Medium

HOW
TO SOLVE:

HOW TO PLAY

Each row must contain the

numbers 1 to 9; each column
must contain the numbers 1

to 9; and each set of 3 by 3

boxes must contain the

numbers 1 to 9.
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Answer to Last Week's Sudoku
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public notices

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated July 23, 2001, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded July 31, 2001, at Book T1311,
Page 109 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee, executed by Flora M. Free a/k/a
Irene McBride Free, conveying certain
property therein described to Charles R.
Pettigrew as Trustee for Equiprime, Inc.;
and the undersigned, Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed
Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on January 31, 2013 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison

•

County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennes‑
see, offer for sale certain property hereinafter described to the highest bidder
FOR CASH, free from the statutory right
of redemption, homestead, dower, and
all other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the North
margin of the right of way of State
Highway Number 20; said stake being
at the Southwest corner of Doyle Wil‑
liams and wife lot as recorded in Deed
Book 342, Page 107 in the Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee,
and runs thence North 2 degrees
52 minutes East 333 feet, more or
less, to a stake in the South line of
the property owned by Peeples; runs
thence West 140 feet, more or less,
to a stake in the Northeast corner of
the property owned by Free and wife;
runs thence in a Southerly direction
with Free’s East line a distance of
284 feet, more or less, to the North
right of way of State Highway Number
20; runs thence South 71 degrees and
45 minutes East with the North right

of way of said highway, a distance of
195 feet, more or less, to the point
of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 4164 Bells High‑
way, Jackson, Tennessee 38305
The HB 3588 letter was mailed to
the borrower(s) pursuant to Tennessee
Code Annotated 35-5-117. This sale is
subject to all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements, or
setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory rights of redemption of any
governmental agency, state or federal;
any prior liens or encumbrances as well
as any priority created by a fixture filing; and to any matter that an accurate
survey of the premises might disclose.
In addition, the following parties may
claim an interest in the above-referenced
property: Flora M. Free a/k/a Irene
McBride Free; Union Planters Bank,
NA; Heirs of John Edward Free; The
Estate of John Edward Free; Estate of
Flora M. Free; Melissa Free Shanon;
Melissa Free Shanon
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the

Sales Comparables • Thousands of Photos
• Commercial Property Profiles

• Complete Sales History • Sales & Construction Activity Reports
• And much more!

The standard for Mid-South real estate information since 1968

Call 458-6419 or go to
www.chandlerreports.com

sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
700‑145239
DATED December 24, 2012
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Jan. 4, 11, 18, 2013
Fin11416
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated August 31, 1992, and the Deed
of Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded August 31, 1992, at Book
T890, Page 818 in Office of the Register
of Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee, executed by Jimmy R. Odle and
Julia A. Odle, conveying certain property
therein described to Wallace Tidwell,
Rutherford Co., Thomas Staten, Sumner Co., Brenda Archbold, Sumner Co.,
Robert Tabbutt, Shelby Co., Fred Zweifel,
Davidson as Trustee for Secretary of
Veterans Affairs, an Officer of the United
State of America; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on January 31, 2013 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennes‑
see, offer for sale certain property hereinafter described to the highest bidder
FOR CASH, free from the statutory right
of redemption, homestead, dower, and
all other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Property in the Tenth Civil District,
County of Madison, and State of Ten‑

nessee to wit:
Beginning at a point in the East margin
of the Lowery Road, said point being
960.5 feet Southeast of the West
boundary of Chickasaw Estates, Inc,
as measured along the margin of said
road; runs thence North 87 degrees
East 351 feet to a point; thence South
11 degrees East 100 feet to a point;
thence South 82 degrees 30 minutes
West 375 feet to a point in the East
margin of Lowery Road, thence in a
Northeasterly direction with the East
margin of Lowery Road 125 feet to
the point of beginning. Containing
0.9 acres.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 345 Lowery Road,
Medon, Tennessee 38356
The HB 3588 letter was mailed to
the borrower(s) pursuant to Tennessee
Code Annotated 35-5-117. This sale is
subject to all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements, or
setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory rights of redemption of any
governmental agency, state or federal;
any prior liens or encumbrances as well
as any priority created by a fixture filing; and to any matter that an accurate
survey of the premises might disclose.
In addition, the following parties may
claim an interest in the above-referenced
property: Michael Todd Odle; Sandra
Leatherwood; Kristy Jo Odle; Diane
Ross; Michael Todd Odle; Sandra
Leatherwood and Diane Ross; Jimmy
R. Odle; Julia A. Odle
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑125775
DATED January 2, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Jan. 4, 11, 18, 2013
Fin11417
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opinion

Time for Solutions,
Not Political Football

I

t turns out the edge of the fiscal
cliff, strictly speaking, would
have been reached at about
noon Thursday, Jan. 3, not at
one minute past midnight New
Year’s Day.
The markets, however, probably
would have reacted as soon as the markets opened the day before.
Whenever the true deadline occurred, it was not an incentive for both
parties to make a meaningful and
substantive move toward consensus on
locked-in spending cuts.
We will be back at the horns of this
dilemma repeatedly this year.
And all sides with a vote on this are
missing the point. They apologize for
putting us through this uncertainty and
then point at the other guys with the
other letter by their names designating
their party.
Their problem is they still don’t
understand that outside the beltway,
we see all of them as the problem. Most
of us really don’t distinguish one party
from another when it is necessary to
figure out who is responsible for this
unique brand of gridlock. It still takes
two sides to lock things up.
And it takes two sides with a particularly distorted view of reality to try
to sell it as movement of some kind.
Our problem is neither side understands is that this will continue
to endanger our economic recovery.
Whether our taxes will go up or not is
an important consideration. But what
businesses – their owners and their
workers – need is a long-range plan

that allows for a view beyond the next
few months of “action” in Congress.
We heard that last year during the
Presidential and Congressional campaigns from Rusty Fowler, the president
and CEO of Krone North America. He
invited U.S. Reps. Steve Cohen and
Stephen Fincher to the company headquarters by Memphis International
Airport for a tour of the farm machinery company.
“We can plan if we know what to
plan for,” Fowler told us later. “We can’t
plan if everything is up in the air and
no firm decisions.”
The message applies to the fiscal
cliff. But what Fowler and his team had
in mind specifically during those meetings was federal health care law.
As this week’s cover story indicates,
the state’s decision about whether or
not to have its own insurance exchange
was an important decision. But still to
come is a decision on expanded Medicaid funding for TennCare, our version
of Medicaid in Tennessee.
Tennessee leaders know what will
happen for about the next six years
with federal funding covering an expansion of TennCare totally in the first
three years and 90 percent in the next
three years.
Maybe this is a better option considering the yearly arrival of new health
care plans usually with higher premiums that is a yearly ritual for many of
us.
But like the latest chapter known
as the fiscal cliff demonstrates – it falls
short. We need a solution.

Overcoming Addictions
jobs and families, as a result of their adLast week we highlighted
dictions. Bottom line: battling drug and
Juvenile Intervention & Faith-based Folalcohol addiction deserves our attention
low-up (JIFF), which is working with youth
and has far reaching affects personally
from in and around the juvenile justice
system to help them break the destructive and professionally for the health of our
community.
cycle of criminal behavior. Drawing from
Addiction treatment addresses many
another side of crime prevention, related
community issues such as crime, unto helping adolescents and adults fight
employment, healthcare and
drug and alcohol addiction,
even the homeless population.
this week let us explore
According to the Community
Memphis Recovery Centers.
Alliance for the Homeless, there
Memphis Recovery
are approximately 1,800 homeCenters (MRC) is a licensed,
less individuals on the streets
accredited, nonprofit organiof Memphis in one given day.
zation that has been treating
Many of these individuals are
those with drug and alcohol
Jeremy Park struggling with addiction and
addictions in the Mid-South
giving back mental disorders. MRC recently
for over 40 years. Their priexpanded its mission to include
mary goal is to help individutreating individuals with co-occurring
als and their families to begin a lifelong
disorders. This means they have a mental
process of recovery. MRC has three
disorder in addition to their addiction
residential programs, one serving adult
such as depression, bi-polar disorder, or
men and women, and two programs for
other diagnosis.
teens between the ages of 13 and 17. The
MRC has many opportunities for the
community-referred Youth Program relies
community to become engaged. They
on United Way funding and a substantial
have a number of fun, public events where
federal block grant, which sadly is about
they need volunteers and help on various
to be pulled due to the latest economic
steering committees, like with their MRC
cuts. Referrals come from pastors, teachSilent Auction, typically held each April.
ers, parents and others in our community.
They also need volunteers for their annual
Their program is unique in that they are
5K Recovery Run, held the Saturday after
one of only a few in the state to offer resiThanksgiving. Visit their website, www.
dential treatment for adolescents. MRC is
also only one of four in the state to receive memphisrecovery.com, or Facebook page.
Contact Judy Goldberg at jgoldberg@
this federal funding.
memphisrecovery.com to learn more
When talking about keys to making
about volunteer opportunities and how
our city a safer and better place to live,
you can help make a difference.
work, and raise a family, fighting drug and
Jeremy Park, director of the Lipscomb
alcohol addiction lies at the root of many
Pitts Breakfast Club, www.lpbreakfastclub.
issues. It also plays a part in the creative
com, can be reached at jeremyp@lpinsurbrain trust and production of our city.
ance.com or followed on Twitter at @
Growing up, my father shared many sad
lpbreakfastclub or @jeremycpark.
stories of top executives who lost their

New Heroes Emerge During Our Darkest Hours
SCHOOL LESSONS IN HEROISM.
On Friday morning, Dec. 21 – one
week after semi-automatic gunfire
swept through elementary school
classrooms and the nation, murdering
innocence – one week after a Memphis
police officer stood between a bullet
and you and me, giving us all she had
– a single two-ton bell in the tower of
Idlewild Presbyterian Church rang 29
times. Once for officer Martoiya Lang,
20 times for the children of Newtown,
six times for their teachers and, unlike
anywhere else I’m aware of, once for
the shooter’s mother and once for him.
Each is the toll of madness, of misplaced
priorities and violence, of the belief that
more armed violence is not only a righteous solution but a constitutional right.
And of a country where it’s easier to buy
an assault rifle than vote, easier to buy
ammunition than Sudafed.
But in the midst of the wringing of
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dan conaway

hands, gnashing of teeth and loud calls
for immediate remedy that follow tragic
events, there are quieter heroes and
quieter lessons about how to live in communion with each other.
In this new year, I have new heroes
and hope in the face of horror: Steve
Vavrek, James Agostine, and 500
locksmiths, plumbers, electricians, and
neighbors in Monroe, Conn., who volunteered to work 24 hours a day to turn
one of their empty schools into a school
for the Sandy Hook kids in neighboring
Newtown. They didn’t simply provide
space, they converted a middle school

into an elementary school to code, raising bathroom floors so urinals would be
low enough, lowering all the handrails
to be low enough, painting the walls in
Sandy Hook’s colors, and jumping over
bureaucratic barriers to do it all in days,
not months, getting the governor to get
government out of the way.
And they sent semis eight miles
north to Newtown to retrieve the innocent world of Sandy Hook school and
put it back in place. Little desks and
chairs, globes and maps, drawings on
the doors and windows, posters on the
walls. They brought the school mascot,
a turtle named Shelley, to live in the
library. Just as it should be.
They’re not charging Newtown a
penny. You’re my new hero, Monroe.
“They’re going to come back, and if
little Chaz had a desk near the window,
he’ll have the same desk by the window,”
said Monroe first selectman, Steve

Vavrek. You’re my new hero, Steve.
When I first heard of this, a blip on
CNN amid all the cloying coverage and
emotional sledgehammers we were all
hit with that first awful weekend, I saw
James Agostine, superintendent of
schools in Monroe, being interviewed.
He was doing fine, until he mentioned
having to adjust all the toilet heights
because, pausing as tears welled up, this
was being done for little people. You’re
my new hero, James. Together, with
common purpose and common sense,
we can survive. Isolated and ignored,
armed and angry, we perish.
I’m a Memphian, and, to paraphrase
poet John Donne, the bell tolls for all of
us.
Dan Conaway is a lifelong Memphian, longtime adman and aspiring
local character in a city known for them.
Reach him at dan@wakesomebodyup.
com.
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Why pay for weekly business news
when you don’t have to?
Editorial Opinion Page
Guest Commentary
Standout Profile
Small Business Spotlight
Restaurant & Wine Review
Arts & Culture

Real Estate & Development
Government & Politics
Banking & Finance
Healthcare & Biotech
Week in Review News Digest
Law & The Courts

We deliver the most important information in a format that provides both fast-takeaway news
and more in-depth, feature-style content from top reporters.
2400 Poplar Bldg
2400 Poplar Ave
88 Union Bldg
88 Union Ave
Arcade
540 S Main
Atrium I
6800 Poplar Ave
Atrium II
6999 Poplar Ave
Bank of America
6060 Poplar Ave
Bank of Bartlett
6281 Stage Road
BankTennessee
30 N. Second St
Bari Ristorante
22 S Cooper St
Barksdale Restaurant
237 Cooper
Bartlett Library
5884 Stage
Bluefin Restaurant
135 S Main St
Bluff City Coffee
505 S Main
Bogie's Deli
2098 LaSalle Place
Bon Ton Café
150 Monroe Ave
Bookstar
3402 Poplar Ave
Brother Juniper's
3519 Walker Avenue
Burke's Book Store
936 S Cooper
Butcher Shop
101 S Front St
Café Eclectic
603 N McLean
111 Harbor Town Sq
Café Ole
959 S Cooper
Cartridge World
1603 Union Ave
Cheese Cake Corner
113 G.E. Patterson

CK Coffee Shop Locations
1698 Poplar Ave
3139 Poplar Ave
509 Highland
567 Perkins Extended
Clark Centre
5100 Wheelis Drive
Community Bank
6465 Quail Hollow
Cordova Country Club
7400 Cordova Club Dr
Davis-Kidd
387 Perkins Extended
Denny's
164 Union
Eastgate Office Bldg
5118 Park Ave
Emerge Memphis
516 Tennessee St
Exxon
252 E Highway 72
1375 Germantown Pkwy
3487 Poplar
4491 Poplar
2905 Kirby
7010 Winchester
5949 Stage Rd
1369 Sycamore View
7616 Poplar
Falls Bldg
22 N. Front St
Fino's
1853 Madison
First Tennessee Bank
4990 Poplar
Flying Saucer
130 Peabody Place
Fogelman Executive Center
3700 Central Ave
Fox & Hound
847 Exocet Dr
Front Street Deli
77 S Front St
Great Wines
6150 Poplar Ave
Guardsmark
22 S. 2nd St

Grubb & Ellis
5400 Poplar Ave
Half Shell
688 S Mendenhall
Happy Mexican Restaurant
385 S 2nd St
Highpoint Grocery
469 Highpoint Terrace
Huey's
7825 Winchester
1771 N Germantown Pkwy
77 S. Second
Jason's Deli
1199 Ridgeway Road
585 Chickering Lane
Java Co
3133 Forest Hill Irene
Kroger
1366 Poplar Ave
300 I-40 Service Rd
2269 Lamar
4270 Summer Ave
540 S Mendenhall Rd
3444 Plaza Rd
3226 Thomas
2632 Frayser Blvd
3545 Austin Peay
8039 Highway 51 N
5995 Stage Rd
4315 Highway 70
7615 Highway 70
2130 Exeter Rd
676 Germantown Rd
1675 Germantown Rd
9050 Highway 64
6660 Poplar Ave
1230 N Houston Levee
3830 Hickory Hill
7942 Winchester Rd
2835 Kirby Pkwy
3685 Houston Levee
240 W Poplar
4770 Riverdale
465 Stateline Rd
7251 Interstate Blvd
7427 Goodman Rd
3095 Goodman Rd

2380 Mt. Pleasant Rd
Lenny's Sub Shop
3593 Riverdale
Main Library
3030 Poplar Ave
Majestic Grill
145 S Main
McEwen's
122 Monroe
Memphis Brew
3573 Southen Ave
Brinkley Plaza
80 Monroe
Memphis City Hall
125 N Main
Memphis Regional Chamber
22 N Front, Ste 200
Miss Cordelia's
737 Harbor Bend
Office Max
1460 Union
7720 Poplar Ave
On The Border Restaurant
4552 Poplar
Otherlands
641 Cooper
Pearl's
303 S Main St
Perkins Restaurants
3455 Poplar Ave
5112 Park
1340 S Germantown Pkwy
Pete & Sam's Restaurant
3886 Park Avenue
Piggly Wiggly
729 White Station
1620 Madison Ave
Pyramid Liquors
120 Auction Ave Ste 101
Republic Coffee
2924 Walnut Grove Rd
Riverside BP
694 Riverside
Sekisui
2990 Kirby Whitten Rd
2130 W Poplar Ave
1884 N Germantown Pkwy

50 Humphreys Center
25 S Belvedere Blvd
4724 Poplar Ave
Shelby County Court House
140 Adams
Shell
7617 Poplar Ave
Shrine Bldg
66 Monroe
Smoothie King
3452 Poplar Ave
Soul Fish
863 S Cooper
Southern Folklore Café
123 S Main
Starbucks
1850 Union
Suntrust Bank Bldg
5350 Poplar Ave
93 Monroe
T. J. Mulligan's Locations
362 N Main St
8071 Trinity Road
TGI Friday’s
186 Union
The Corkscrew
511 S Front St
The Cupboard
1400 Union
The Edge Coffee House
394 N. Watkins
The Little Tea Shop
169 Monroe Ave
Tops BBQ
1288 Union Ave
Trinity Commons
Trinity @ Germantown Pkwy
UT Medical Center Area
839 Jefferson Ave
West Street Diner
2076 West St
White Station Towers
5050 Poplar Ave
YMCA
245 Madison Avenue
3548 Walker Avenue

Pick up The Memphis News for FREE.
Scan the QR code for a complete list of locations.
Download stiQRd - A free QR reader in the Apple App Store
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JANUARY / 11 – 13 / 2013

AT THE MUSEUM
BRITISH
ARROWS
AWARDS
PRE

OD PARTY!
VIEW NIGHT M

THE BRITISH ARE COMING!
The Memphis Brooks Museum of Art goes
completely mental with the British Arrows Awards,
the best of the UK’s advertising ingenuity selected
by top ad execs across the globe. From astounding
stunts to hilarious spectacles, this 72-minute
celebration of commercial creativity brings sold-out
crowds of Anglophiles and advertising buffs to the
Brooks year after year.

PREVIEW NIGHT + MOD PARTY
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11
SCREENINGS: 7 & 9:30 PM / PARTY 7:30 – 9:30 PM

PURE H
F
O
S
E
T
U
IN
M
72

ILARITY!

Attend either screening and gain entrance to our first-ever Mod Party,
which will include pints, bites, games, music from Mod Dance Party
DJ Matty Pendleton, and more!
- $30 NON-MEMBERS
- $25 FOR BROOKS OR ADFED MEMBERS
- $20 EACH FOR BULK PURCHASES OF 30 TICKETS OR MORE

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS
SATURDAY, JANUARY 12 & SUNDAY, JANUARY 13
2 PM EACH DAY
- $8 NON-MEMBERS
- $6 FOR BROOKS OR ADFED MEMBERS
- $5 EACH FOR BULK PURCHASES OF 30 TICKETS OR MORE

TICKETS: 901.544.6208 BROOKSMUSEUM.ORG

ETS MAKE
K
IC
T
S
D
R
A
W
WS A
BRITISH ARRO CT STOCKING STUFFER!
THE PERFE

FOLLOW US:

Auditorium sound system provided by Ninth Wave Audio /
Video Design, generously sponsored by The Jeniam Foundation.
TM

OVERTON PARK
1934 POPLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

PREVIEW NIGHT + MOD PARTY TICKETS

